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ABSTRACT 
 As a branch of the international Arts and Crafts Movement, American Prairie Style 
architecture was a nostalgic ode to the horizontality and natural landscape of the Midwestern 
prairie and a departure from European design. Today, the work of Frank Lloyd Wright and Louis 
Sullivan comprise the most memorable examples of the era, leaving a considerable number of 
architects largely understudied. One of these architects was the prolific theoretician and designer 
George W. Maher.  
 Ambitious from a young age, Maher had his own firm by his mid-twenties and produced 
over 160 structures in his thirty-eight-year career. During that time he was also an avid 
theoretician and contributed original ideas to multiple journals. This thesis analyzes his written 
work and constructed projects, ending with an evaluative framework that argues the significance 
of Maher’s most notable works and dictates how they should be assessed in the interest of 
preservation. 
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INTRODUCTION
 George Washington Maher was born in West Virginia at the end of the Civil War and 
moved to Chicago in his early teens, ready to engage his new ideas on architecture. By his mid-
twenties Maher had been practicing architecture for a decade and opened his own firm to realize 
his own style. Over the next thirty-eight years he designed over 160 structures for multiple 
patrons in over ten states across the country. In addition to this, he avidly contributed to multiple 
architectural journals, translating his distinct theories on design and planning to a broad 
audience. During his career Maher was also elected president of the Illinois Chapter of the 
American Institute of Architects (AIA), awarded the highest level of distinction in the field, and 
selected as chairman of the committee that restored the Palace of Fine Arts from the World’s 
Columbian Exposition.  By the end of his career Maher distinguished himself as an 1
independently creative and innovative architect, leaving behind a variety of buildings and 
community plans that would continue his legacy. 
 Today, despite his many accomplishments, Maher is only recognized on the National 
Register of Historic Places fifteen times. This number proves is he recognizable in the 
architectural canon but lacks the distinction he deserves given his influence on the style. This 
was most likely caused by overshadowing from his contemporaries, which has caused the 
demolition of many of his works over the course of the twentieth century and a pervading 
scholastic ignorance of his contributions to the style. Today there is no monolithic publication to 
detail his work, and this thesis currently serves as the largest compilation of his works, by far. 
 Kathleen Ann Cummings, Pleasant Home: A History of the John Farson House, George Washington Maher, 1
Architect, (Oak Park, IL: The Pleasant Home Foundation, 2002), 21.
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 Due to his persistence in contributions to multiple journals, Maher established a 
theoretical platform that includes: defining of the role of the architect, promoting indigenous 
design, endorsing the notion of democratic architecture, and bespeaking the significance in 
community planning. Through an examination of these theories and the corresponding designs, 
this thesis argues for the reinvestigation of the significance of George W. Maher as an early 
Prairie Style architect, concluding with an evaluative framework that distinguishes Maher’s most 
notable works, with recommendations for significant buildings and historic districts in need of 
designation. To argue this, the thesis is broken into the following six chapters. 
 Chapter One is called “Prairie Style and George Maher’s Place Within It.” The Prairie 
Style began as an offshoot of the international Arts and Crafts Movement, taking a number of the 
idealistic principles and applying them to a new architectural style focused on celebrating the 
landscape of the Midwest. Frank Lloyd Wright and Louis Sullivan are often associated with this 
style, to the point that they dominate the narrative. This chapter examines the development of the 
style and Maher’s role in it. 
 Chapter Two is about George Washington Maher, FAIA. As a transplant from West 
Virginia, Maher came to Chicago following the Great Fire of 1871. From a young age he 
apprenticed as an architectural draftsman and experienced firsthand the reconstruction of the city, 
which influenced his lifelong perception of the Chicago area. The remainder of this chapter 
focuses on the architectural identity he prescribed for the Midwest through his designs.  
 Chapter Three defines “indigenous architecture.” Maher was not alone in his drive to 
establish a wholly American architecture, which is shown in this chapter as his style is compared 
!3
with those of Wright and Sullivan. This chapter also explores his distinctive approach to 
incorporating the landscape, including his Motif-Rhythm Theory.  
 Chapter Four is about the role of the architect and “democratic architecture.”— One of 
Maher’s primary goals was championing the architect’s role in society and the value of the 
profession’s skills to a community. Furthermore, following World War I there was a heightened 
sense of democracy, which Maher translated into a plea for architects to immerse themselves in 
community action, to perform their “civic duty.” This chapter addresses the key points Maher 
makes in favor of understanding and utilizing architects in building development and 
encouraging architects to help their communities. 
 Chapter Five is about community planning. Maher felt architects held the best skillset in 
community planning, and therefore asked municipalities and architects alike to work together to 
create the best communities. This chapter specifically discusses Maher’s philosophies on town, 
farm, university, and city planning. 
 Chapter Seven draws conclusions and makes recommendations for preservation. Maher’s 
prolific theoretical and practiced career distinguished him from his peers, adding another 
dimension to the Prairie Style. However, his work continues to be comparatively unrecognized in 
the architectural canon compared to Wright and Sullivan. This chapter provides evaluative 
frameworks for Individual Buildings and Districts to identity his most significant work, in the 
hopes it will lead to more designations and further study of Maher’s work.  
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CHAPTER 1: Prairie Style and George Maher’s Place Within It
1.1 The Prairie Style 
The international Arts and Crafts movement of the late nineteenth century introduced 
many idealistic principles and few stylistic guidelines, leading to multiple interpretations of the 
movement in many countries. Among these interpretations was an architectural style that would 
revolutionize the American architectural stage and provide roots for organic Modernism: the 
Prairie Style. It boasted a new kind of architecture, one born directly from the fields in which it 
was planted. Many designs showed a “preference for straight lines and horizontal planes that 
were equated to the unrelenting horizontality of the landscape — one reflected in the low-slung, 
broad roof lines.”  The design philosophy reflected the notions of “‘American,’ ‘democracy,’ and 2
the uniquely appropriate frontier concept” in terms of architecture.  Due to a concentration of 3
similarly-minded architects, Chicago, Illinois became the epicenter of this movement and the 
architectural representation of the American West. With others, architect George W. Maher 
championed this movement to expand its influence from Chicago, making the Prairie Style an 
international style in its own right.  
 In the spirit of the Arts and Crafts Movement, the tenets of Prairie Style architecture were 
rather inexact in that “there was no manifesto of beliefs or a single unifying treatise; and there 
was no periodical devoted to the movement that recorded its evolution.”  This caused the style’s 4
 Judith A. Barter, “The Prairie School and Decorative Arts at the Art Institute of Chicago,” Art Institute of Chicago 2
Museum Studies 21, no. 2, (1995),114.
 H. Allen Brooks, “Chicago Architecture: Its Debt to the Arts and Crafts,” Journal of the Society of Architectural 3
Historians 30, no. 4, (1971), 313. 
 Mary Woolever, “The Prairie School Works in Ryerson and Burnham Libraries at the Art Institute of Chicago,” Art 4
Institute of Chicago Museum Studies 21, no. 2, (1995), 135.
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definition to be represented over time monolithically by the theories of a few architects, those 
upon which history has looked most favorably.  This often comes down to two architects who 5
had great influence in Chicago at this time: Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright.  
1.2 Louis Sullivan 
 As a member of an earlier group, the Chicago School, Sullivan was a mentor and a great 
influence upon the Prairie Style architects. Despite never fully integrating in the style itself, his 
work shared the ideals that focused on simplicity and refrain from unnecessary ornament.  6
 Ibid. 5
 Louis Sullivan, “Ornament in Architecture” (1892),  in Architectural Theory. Vol. 2, ed. Harry Francis Mallgrave 6
and Christina Contandriopoulos (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2008), 58.
Figure 1.2.1 
Louis Sullivan 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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However, whereas the Arts and Crafts Movement advocated “for reform through elimination, 
simplicity, respect for materials, and inspiration derived from nature,”  Sullivan instead sought to 7
depart from historical architectural imagery in favor of “a modern style,” based on “masses, 
shapes and details on the abstract forms of plane and solid geometry.”  He also proposed the 8
creation of buildings that were “well formed and comely in the nude,” referring to the often-seen 
gratuitous amount of ornament in the architecture of other styles.  This was a departure from the 9
norm at the time, and indicative of the combination of influences that made Sullivan a distinctive 
product of the time. Among his influences was his French education’s influence of 
“monumentality in composition and formality in planning,”  the natural simplicity born from 10
the contemporary American influences of transcendentalists Ralph Waldo Emerson and Walt 
Whitman, and the centennial celebration of the founding of the United States.  Combined, all of 11
these influences provided Sullivan the drive to create a thoroughly American style celebrating 
simplicity and nature. As an already mature architect around the start of the Prairie School era, 
Sullivan acted more as an influence than an active participant. His star pupil, however, would 
bring together his teachings with the Arts and Crafts movement to create the foundation of the 
Prairie Style.  
 Brooks, “Chicago Architecture: Its Debt to the Arts and Crafts,” 315.7
 Paul E. Sprague, Guide to Frank Lloyd Wright and Prairie School Architecture in Oak Park, (Westchester, IL: 8
Wilcox & Follett Book Co., 1986), 9.
 Sullivan, “Ornament,” 589
 Sprague, 9.10
 Architectural Theory. Vol. 2, ed. Harry Francis Mallgrave and Christina Contandriopoulos (Malden, MA: 11
Blackwell, 2008), 49
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1.3 Frank Lloyd Wright 
 Frank Lloyd Wright took the simplicity of Sullivan’s aesthetic and made it “picturesque,” 
allowing for the irregularities of the organic to dictate the shapes and informality of space.  This 12
was possible through the new influence of the British Arts and Crafts Movement, which came to 
the United States around the early 1890s. As the pendulum in the Midwest was swinging away 
from the elaborate Victorian styles of the 1880s and back towards the styles denoting “Colonial 
severity,”  some architects found comfort in of the Arts and Crafts, which valued simplicity, 13
respect for materials and other ideals that rang true with western architects—offering a complete 
departure from the European influence featured in both Colonial and Victorian architecture. In 
the words of historian H. Allen Brooks, it was a movement that “offered both confirmation and 
 Sprague, 9-10.12
 Maher, “Originality,” 34.13
Figure 1.3.1 
Frank Lloyd Wright 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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inspiration at a critical moment, and presented the possibility of evolving a truly national or 
regional architectural expression — one more in keeping with America than the so-called 
Colonial could ever be.”  This moment just happened to dovetail with a series of coincidental 14
events that allowed for a few young enterprising architects taken with this inspiration to 
eventually form an influential school of their own. Wright, Myron Hunt, Dwight Perkins, Robert 
Spencer, and others created offices on the same floor of Steinway Hall, formed a dining group 
called the Eighteen, and took the Chicago Architectural Club by storm. In a matter of years the 
Prairie School had become a living movement of its own, reminiscent of Sullivan and the Arts 
and Crafts but distinctly separate.  
 At the forefront of this School was Frank Lloyd Wright, who self-described his work as 
“thoroughly saturated with the spirit of the prairie.”  In his novel designs, stone was rough, 15
concrete had tangible aggregate, and timber was rough-sawn — all harking back to the natural 
American landscape and hand-crafted products of the Arts and Crafts Movement.  He thought of 16
architecture as “high art,” on par with the simplistic purity of nature, and expected architects 
unable to achieve that level of work to “discharge the obligation he assumes to the public.”  17
Wright’s active period extended far past the end of the Prairie Style, which coincides with World 
War I, and matured with the times. Today, perhaps due to that maturation, his numerous works, 
or his charismatic personality, his designs are considered the embodiment of the style. To the 
 Brooks, “Chicago Architecture: Its Debt to the Arts and Crafts,” 314.14
 Richard Guy Wilson, “Prairie School Works in the Department of Architect at the Art Institute of  Chicago,” Art 15
Institute of Chicago Museum Studies 2, no. 2 (1995): 93.
 Sprague, 10; Obniski.16
 Frank Lloyd Wright, “In the Cause of Architecture” (1908), in Architectural Theory, Vol. 2, edited by Harry 17
Francis Mallgrave and Christina Contandriopoulos, (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2008), 135.
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point that his views are now aligned with those now considered typical of the style, and Oak 
Park, Illinois, a site of diverse interpretations from number Prairie Style architects, is still 
considered his stomping ground. And if one takes his word for it, he may at one point have been 
“the world’s greatest architect.”   18
 For a number of reasons, Wright remains a famous American architect; however, while 
not defined in its practice, the Prairie School did include a number of other notable architects 
including Robert Spencer, Vernon Watson, Even E. Roberts, Henry Fiddelke, Normand Smith 
Patton, Thomas Tallmadge, John Van Bergen, Charles White, Jr., among others.  All of these 19
architects contributed to the style in their own distinctive ways, but few as prolifically as George 
W. Maher, who not only designed purely in the style throughout his career, but also produced 
buildings in a multitude of states and for a varying list of patrons.  
1.4 George W. Maher 
 Maher practiced architecture from 1888 to 1926, the year of his death. During that time 
he completed over 160 projects in at least eleven states and designed more that never made it off 
paper.  However, the attention afforded him in discussion of the style and his recognition in 20
preservation circles is fairly limited. With the exception of a few publications dedicated to him, 
most of the attention comes in the form of a short blurb about one or a couple of his designs, like 
in A Guide to Oak Park’s Frank Lloyd Wright and Prairie School School Historic District, 
 Molly Wickes and Kate Irvin, ed, A Guide to Oak Park’s Frank Lloyd Wright and Prairie School Historic District, 18
(Oak Park, IL: Oak Park Preservation Commission:1999), 6.
 Sprague 11; Wickes 140-144.19
 See Appendix A.20
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Wendy Kaplan’s The Art That is Life, and H. Allen Brooks’s seminal The Prairie School: Frank 
Lloyd Wright and His Midwest Contemporaries.  
 When Maher is the primary point of discussion it often comes in the form unpublished 
writing. Such an example is George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, which was produced in 
Maher’s small north shore Chicago suburb hometown by the town’s historical society, which 
created the pamphlet for a walking tour. This is the most informative piece of literature available 
on his constructed houses there. There is also a published history of the town, titled Kenilworth: 
First Fifty Years, but it was written in 1947 and focuses more on the population of the town and 
less on the architecture. Similarly, in Oak Park there is Pleasant Home: A History of the John 
Figure 1.4.1 
George W. Maher 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago 
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Farson House, George Washington Maher, Architect, written by an architectural historian about 
the house museum and published by the Pleasant Home Foundation itself.  
 One scholarly article that does focus primarily on Maher is the “George W. Maher’s 
Planning and Architecture in Kenilworth, Illinois: An Inquiry into the Ideology of Arts and Crafts 
Design." This was written by University of Maryland American Studies professor Mary Corbin 
Sies, who has an interest in planning history.  The article goes in depth into how Kenilworth 21
was established in plan, “considering the full range of factors influencing [its] design — some 
artists and formal; others social, technological, or cultural; and a few local and idiosyncratic.”  22
Maher’s place in the article describes how his planning ideals aligned with those made self-
evident in Kenilworth by its founders and his role in creating a successful early suburban plan.  
 Since Sies’s article is the only recent essay that investigates Maher’s design theories, 
most of the literature on that topic comes straight from Maher himself. Throughout the entirety 
of his career Maher contributed to architectural journals, sharing his theories and how they have 
influenced his design. This thesis alone includes an analysis twenty-one of his articles — from 
years 1887 to 1924, but there are more that speak to his work as well.  
 The final and perhaps most informative findings in this research were those attached to 
preservation designations, either as a National Register site or district, National Landmark site, 
or local landmark or register site or district. Twenty-two of his buildings are on the National 
Register individually or as part of a district, and therefore subject to nomination forms. These 
 “Mary Corbin Sies,” University of Maryland: Department of American Studies Staff, accessed March 8, 2018. 21
 Mary Corbin Sies, “George W. Maher’s Planning and Architecture in Kenilworth, Illinois: An Inquiry into the 22
Ideology of Arts and Crafts Design,” in The Substance of Style: Perspectives on the American Arts and Crafts 
Movement, edited by Bert Denker, (Hanover: University Press of New England, 1996), 419.
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forms are the most in-depth of any analyses of Maher’s constructions, with the exception of the 
Pleasant Home book. 
 Due to a lack of historical or modern literature on Maher’s architectural theory and 
practice and despite his notable role in the Prairie School, it is evident that he has been 
undervalued in the architectural canon. This might be attributable to the shadow cast from Wright 
— who also eclipsed his mentor Sullivan to a lesser extent — to Maher's divided interests 
Figure 1.4.2 
George W. Maher, architect 
John Farson House, Pleasant Home, Farson-Mills House 
Oak Park, Illinois 
1898-1900 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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between architecture and planning, or to something else. But in the 1890s alone Maher designed 
over eighty houses — compared to Wright’s 532 constructions over his seventy year career — 
and it was not until the first decade of the twentieth century that he saw the height of his 
success.  A number of his works are recognized on the national and local scales, but considering 23
the role he played in history there should be more publications and interpretations of his works. 
This thesis begins the process of academically analyzing Maher’s contributions in the interest of 
of better understanding his theory, how it dictates his designs, and how they should be valued 
and preserved today.  
 Cummings, 4; “The Life of Frank Lloyd Wright,” Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation, accessed March 8, 2017; J. 23
William Rudd, ”George W. Maher, Architect of the Prairie School,” The Prairie School Review 1, no. 1 (1964): 10.
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CHAPTER 2: George Washington Maher, FAIA
2.1 Maher’s History 
 Architect George Washington Maher began his life in Mill Creek, West Virginia, born on 
Christmas Day 1864 and was raised in New Albany, Indiana.  His family moved to Chicago 24
shortly after the 1871 fire and at the age of thirteen Maher began an apprenticeship at the 
architecture firm of Augustus Bauer and Henry W. Hill.  By 1883 he was working as a 25
draftsman in the office of Joseph Lyman Silsbee alongside fellow young architects Frank Lloyd 
Wright, George Grant Elmslie, and Cecil Corwin. Silsbee found great influence in the work of 
H.H. Richardson, an architect known for large stone massing and thick constructions. Therefore, 
due to Silbee’s interest in Richardson, Maher’s early houses often showed similarities to 
Richardsonian designs, with furniture designed to match. Pleasant Home (1898-1900) 
exemplified this influence and was perhaps Maher’s most notable work, as will be discussed 
later.  By 1888 Maher had his own office, working collaboratively with Corwin on occasion.  26 27
This partnership ended in 1892, coinciding with Maher’s diagnosis of an anxiety disorder.  28
During this time he traveled around Europe to continue his architectural education, and 
eventually returned to the United States to marry his long-time fiancée Elizabeth Brooks. The 
two moved to Kenilworth, and shortly thereafter had their only child, Philip Brooks Maher. 
Maher’s practice was active throughout this time and into the beginning of the twentieth century, 
 Cummings, 20.24
 Woolever, 142.25
 Kevin P. Rodel and Jonathan Binzen, Arts & Crafts Furniture: From Classic to Contemporary, (Newtown, CT: 26
Taunton Press, 2003): 150-151.
 Cummings, 20.27
 Rudd, 5.28
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during which time his son joined the firm, after serving in World War I. In addition to his work, 
Maher joined the AIA in 1901, become a Fellow in 1916, and served in the role of President for 
the Illinois Chapter in 1918.  In his later years, his anxiety disorder hindered his ability to 29
produce as many designs as before, and he spent more time on community planning projects. By 
1925 he had experienced another mental breakdown from the stress of his work, causing Maher 
to take his own life at his family’s summer home in Douglas, Michigan in 1926.  He was 30
survived by his wife and son, the latter of whom continued the work of his firm after his death.  31
2.2 Maher’s Style 
 Similar to other Midwestern architects of the time, Maher was taken with the tenets of the 
Arts and Crafts Movement, which would in some ways become the foundation of the Prairie 
Style and his own architectural theory. Born first out of response to the heavy industrialization 
sweeping England in the late nineteenth century, the Arts and Crafts Movement appealed to 
designers and artists alike who found comfort in handicraft and the labor of artistic works. The 
movement did not manifest in a singular style, however, for it rather “strove to unite all the arts 
within the decoration of the home, emphasizing nature and simplicity of form.”  Midwestern 32
architects seeking and escape from the tyranny of European-influenced teachings and designs 
found comfort in this philosophy and, combined with the nationalism that arose after the 
centennial, looked to their own landscapes to find new inspiration. Soon the Prairie Style was 
 Ibid, 10.29
 Robert McLean, “Obituary: George W. Maher, F.A.I.A., 1864-1926,” The Western Architect 35 (1926): 141; 30
“Home Page,” George W. Maher, accessed January 31, 2018, 6; “Biographies of Architects, Designers, and 
Builders: George Washington Maher (1864-1926),” A Guide to Historic Architecture in Fresno, California, 1996.
 McLean, 141.31
 Monica Obniski, “The Arts and Crafts Movement in America” in Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History, (New York: 32
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2008).
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born and with it a number of young architects eager to stamp their originality on the architectural 
identity of America. Of them was George Maher, who began as a nondescript Prairie Style 
architect but developed into a distinguished designer in his own right. 
 When comparing styles, Maher’s early residential work is similar to the simplicity seen in 
Wright’s early works, with “symmetrical, classically inspired facades, …devoid of classical 
ornament or detail, …horizontal masses and abstracted, geometric leaded-glass windows.”  (See 33
Figures 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.) Maher’s work in particular distinguishes itself through shallow, hipped 
roofs, deep eaves, paired end chimneys, round dormer windows, stone exteriors, segmental arch 
details, one-over-one square or rectangular windows, and prominent entries with recessed 
doorways. (See Figures B.7, B.11, B.14 and B.15.) For their interiors, both Maher and Wright 
often included custom furniture and spaces, turning the design into a gesamtkunstwerk, or total 
work or art.  To do this Maher often coordinated with noted artists and architects at the time like 34
Jens Jensen and Tiffany Studios, to customize each commission. Maher’s own interpretation of 
gesamtkunstwerk, however, manifested in his Motif-Rhythm Theory, which was “a geometric 
shape with a stylized flower to create a decorative theme that he repeated throughout each of his 
buildings, thus unifying the interior and exterior elements.”  Maher painstakingly applied this 35
method in many of his commissions, distinguishing his work amongst his contemporaries. 
However, in the larger scale Maher’s early works still resemble the Prairie Style exemplified by 
Wright’s Oak Park commissions, reflecting the horizontality and color palette of the landscape 
while adhering to the specific needs of the patron.  
 Barter, 118.33
 Obniski.34
 Ibid.35
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Figure 2.2.2 
George W. Maher, architect 
William and Helen Coffeen House 
Hinsdale, Illinois 
1900 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
Figure 2.2.1 
Frank Lloyd Wright, architect 
Winslow House 
River Forest, Illinois 
1893-1894 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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 The successes in Maher’s early work enabled his continued success in his later years.    
For example, design choices in his own house, the George W. Maher House (1893) in 
Kenilworth, such as the open floor plan supplied him with an aesthetic that was new and 
appealing to patrons. Compared to “the ‘jig-saw puzzle’ juxtaposition of individual cubicles” of 
most house designs at the time, his home was open on its first floor, and “set in a frame of 
foliage” that reflected his family’s love of nature. Upstairs, however, the rooms were private and 
secluded, allowing for individualized work spaces for himself, his wife, and her father, who were 
all in-residence practicing artists.  This unusual first floor freedom of space was later applied to 36
the W.H. Lake House (1904) in Chicago and other residences, as it suited the patrons’ 
preferences and lifestyles but was not necessarily characteristic of all his buildings.  This 37
attention to detail garnered him respect and popularity among certain circles, and in the second 
half of his career Maher often completed projects for the Chicago area business elite and their 
friends. One example of this was the commission to design the administration building for the 
J.R. Watkins Medical Co. (1912) in Winona, Minnesota, seen in Figure 2.2.3. This led to 
multiple projects for the company as well as houses for officials in the firm and a bank building 
in town.   38
 Maher applied similar mindfulness to his writing, which became more prolific as his 
career continued. What began with discussions on design branched out into other broader topics 
concerning the contemporary American architect, like his identity in society and his 
 Sies, 440.36
 Rudd, 9.37
 Rudd, 10.38
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responsibilities to their communities. Towards the end of his career and life Maher also focused 
on town and city planning, which is reflected in his later writing.   39
 While the constructed and written works of Sullivan and Wright represent a fair depiction 
of the time, amplifying Maher’s contributions to the early twentieth century Chicagoan 
architectural canon would add depth to the perceived aspirations of the period. Through his 
persistence in contributions to multiple journals and steady design career, Maher established a 
distinct platform that included: promoting and practicing “indigenous” design, defining of the 
role of the architect, endorsing the notion of “democratic architecture,” and advocating for the 
 Ibid.39
Figure 2.2.3 
George W. Maher, architect 
J.R. Watkins Medical Company administration building, drawing 
Winona, Minnesota  
1893 
The Western Architect
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significance of community planning. Over the course of his career Maher wrote over twenty 
articles that touted his architectural theories and designed over 160 buildings that embodied his 
beliefs, most of which are currently ignored for their influence on the Prairie Style and therefore 
at risk for great change or demolition. Through an examination of this theories and the projects 
that embody them in the following chapters, this thesis argues for the reinvestigation of the 
significance of George W. Maher’s most prolific works in American architectural history. 
!21
CHAPTER 3: Indigenous Architecture
3.1 What is Indigenous Architecture? 
A defining characteristic of Prairie Style architecture is the adherence to the belief that 
architecture should be rooted in the place of its inspiration and inception, also known as 
“indigenous architecture” by Maher and his contemporaries.  In Louis Sullivan’s interpretation 40
architecture should be representative of the culture from whence it came. To this point he said, 
“each building of the past and the present [is] a product and index of the civilization of its time… 
You and your architecture are the same. Each is the faithful portrait of the other.”  (See Figure 41
3.1.1.) Frank Lloyd Wright’s interpretation, comparatively, exists in a structural horizontality 
within nature-filled designs, with particular attention to creating an enclosed home for private 
family life with the homebound pioneer life in mind. (See Figure 3.1.2.) Maher found himself in 
agreement with both of these theorists; he strongly believed that copied architecture is an affront 
to contemporary culture, while also valuing architecture that represents the people, and in 
particular the “pioneer” spirit of the West.  
 The duplication of art and architecture has been a common occurrence since the time of 
antiquity: the Romans stole architecture and sculptured art from Greece, Renaissance Europe 
revived classical themes in both art and architecture, and early America derived most of its styles 
and taste from Europe.  Maher and Sullivan share the belief that architecture was meant to 42
represent its people, but the popular Beaux Arts School taught exclusively classical architecture, 
 George Maher, “An Indigenous Architecture,” The Architectural Review 10, no. 5 (1920).40
 Louis Sullivan et al., “What is Architecture: A Study in the American People of Today” (1906), The Journal of the 41
American Society of Architectural Historians 4, no. 2 (1944): 13,17.
 George Maher, “Art Democracy,” The Western Architect 15 (1910): 29.42
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Figure 3.1.1 
Louis Sullivan, architect 
The National Farmers Bank 
Owatonna, Minnesota 
1893 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
Figure 3.1.2 
Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright, architects 
James Charnley House, interior 
Chicago, Illinois 
1892 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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which caused the continued popularity of this one style on both sides of the Atlantic.  In the 43
words of Wright, “the American… has been easily persuaded that the best thing we could do was 
to adopt some style least foreign to us, stick to it, and plant it continually.”  In his writing, 44
Maher warned against “any motif from a foreign source” on the main principle that “its reasons 
for existence may have long since departed, and its use today [would] be a catering to delusion, 
vanity and untruthfulness.”  He believed its use would waste time that could otherwise be spent 45
advancing the culture of the civilization and the artistic merit of the architect.  America should 46
instead be a “live and vigorous nation,” he said, with “no fear of a lack of originality.”  In his 47
writing he called for the architect to “dig deep into the currents of life around about us, feel the 
pulse of the times and then actually execute the ideals of the present hour,” for “if we do this 
work truthfully, intelligently, our efforts must be enduring.”  One must do this, however, while 48
keeping in mind the successes and failures of other styles as a secondary tool.  Maher was a 49
firm believer that one should walk the line between ignorance and duplication delicately in order 
to achieve the highest form of cultured originality in architecture. When done correctly Maher 
firmly asserted that this would birth an all-American architecture, sculpture, painting and music; 
 George Maher, “Originality in American Architecture,” The Inland Architect and News Record 10, no. 4 (1887): 43
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“a reality born of present life, made beauteous and harmonious by living artists; an inspiration 
for all time to come, a monument to purity and truth.”  50
3.2 The Real American Spirit 
 The most appropriate American life in Maher’s architectural ideal was decidedly the 
pioneer homesteader of the West. Although well-represented in the recitations of history, 
following the Great Fire of 1871 the “I will” attitude came back in force, and the Chicagoan 
community quickly recreated their beloved city in the same spirit of their ancestors.  They 51
celebrated the attitude of the original pioneers who made their perilous journey into the unknown 
to find a better life, all the while depending upon the resources available to them. This spirit 
inspired the architects of the Prairie Style, causing them to seek a new style born from what they 
had at their disposal.  
 For Wright, this inspiration manifested in the visual of the prairie: using shape, color and 
theme to craft his iconic architecture, believing that “the real American spirit …lies in the West 
and Middle West” where the mentality has yet to be corrupted by outside influences.  Similarly, 52
Maher felt that there was a wholesomeness in the Western spirit, and he dedicated much of his 
written work to the embodiment of the great pioneer attitude in American architecture. He 
recounted the tale of “the sturdy pioneer who came to America for personal liberty [who] would 
stamp his individuality upon all that he attempted.” He also applauded the pioneer who was 
forced into “simplicity …by the very sternness and vigor of his environment,” free “exercise of 
their personal liberty” and living in "erected habitations expressive of themselves, sincere and 
 George Maher, “The Viewpoint,” The Inland Architect and News Record 37, no. 4 (1901): 26.50
 Maher, “Spirit,” 38.51
 Wright, “Buildings,” 140. 52
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honest, harmonizing well with the surrounding landscape.”  Such an appreciation led to the 53
question: why not represent this honorable and brave history through the architecture of their 
descendants? Since the East Coast had given in to architecture incongruous to the life that 
surrounds it, Maher hoped for the redesign of the West in a style on which “traditional Europe 
[had] not yet laid its heavy hand.”  However, he did recognize the austerity of early pioneer life 54
with architecture borne necessity, calling the average building “boxy and meaningless in every 
 Maher, “Art Democracy,” 30.53
 Maher, “Spirit,” 38.54
Figure 3.2.1 
Mary Babcock House, Kenilworth Hall, interior, with detail that celebrates the Real American Spirit, with wooden 
details, simple ornamentation, and a hearth 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
1891  
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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detail,” and therefore in no way was trying to replicate that. Rather, by utilizing the “modern 
improvements” of the day combined with the initiative and enterprising spirit of the early pioneer 
Maher planned to bring the western identity into the twentieth century.   55
 Sullivan, who preceded the Prairie School but shared the desire for an indigenous 
architecture, celebrated this rediscovered spirit through a tribute to nature, inspired by the 
transcendentalist movement. He recognized the Greeks for their knowledge of “the static,” and 
the “Goth” for their grasp on “the dynamics of the art,” but applauded the architect of the present 
who understood that architecture must “speak with clearness, with eloquence and with warmth of 
the fullness, the completeness of man’s intercourse with nature and with his fellow men.”  By 56
the next generation Sullivan’s pupils and their contemporaries decided upon the American prairie 
as the embodiment of the western spirit.  And for Maher, by removing the traditional adherence 
to classical reference, he was free to observe his surroundings, adopt the “I will” spirit of the 
Chicagoan people into architectural language and, therefore, allow “this inspiration [to] be given 
full expression.”  This mindset paved the way for his own brand of indigenous architecture, one 57
that he published in a number of edifying architectural journal articles illustrating the distinctive 
Motif-Rhythm Theory that inspired his designs. 
3.3 Maher’s Works 
 In the words of Maher himself, “a living architecture must express motifs kindred to the 
life around it.”  In order to do this, the American architect must shirk the philosophies and 58
 Maher, “Originality,” 34.55
 Louis Sullivan, “Emotional Architecture as Compared with Intellectual” (1894), in Architectural Theory, Vol. 2, 56
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Figure 3.3.2 
George W. Maher, architect 
James A. Patten House, detail of a window with a thistle-inspired design 
Evanston, Illinois 
1901 
Museum of Fine Arts Boston
Figure 3.3.1 
A milk thistle flowerhead, the motif inspiration for the decorative elements of the James A. Patten House 
Fir0002/Flagstaffotos
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inclinations of classical design and discover a new inspiration, one with an infinite well of 
translatable imagery and conceptual stimuli. For the Prairie School this vocabulary was inspired 
by the natural landscape of the midwest, and more specially by the local flowers and foliage. 
This inspiration developed into his Motif-Rhythm Theory. In his words, the architect’s 
inspiration should come from the patron,  
taking into strict account his needs, his temperament, and environment, influenced by 
local color and atmosphere in flora and nature. With these vital inspirations at hand, the 
design naturally crystallizes and motifs appear which being consistently utilized will 
make each object, whether it be of construction, furniture or decoration, related. The 
edifice then not only reflects the life of the occupant, but becomes an intelligible creation 
with the character and originality combined.   59
He believed this theory to be “susceptible to the most far-reaching and beautiful results, infinitely 
beyond anything thus far attempted,” revolutionizing the stale habit of default classicism.  And 60
by perfecting the method, “the decorative effect appears to have been both aesthetically and 
psychologically pleasing to residents,” resulting in a number of his buildings throughout his 
career to employ this theory.  Beginning with an early version in his own home, which relied 61
upon the geometric patterning of the diamond, Maher confidently ventured to design his 
masterpieces: the John Farson House, also known as Pleasant Home, (1898-1900) with the 
motifs inspired by the American honeysuckle, the James A. Patten House with the thistle (1901) 
(seen in Figures 3.3.1-4), and Ernest L. King and Grace Watkins House, or Rockledge, (1912) 
with the coral lily. Other examples also include the hollyhock at the Harry Rubens Estate 
 Maher, “Indigenous,” 433. 59
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(1902-1906), the water lily at Charles R. Erwin House (1905), the tulip at the Emil Rudolph 
House (1907), and the poppy at the Ernest J. Magerstadt House (1908).   62
 Maher’s own home, built early in his solo career in 1893, featured the diamond as its 
generative motif, signaling an aesthetic appreciation for geometry that would be present in many 
of his works. The shape was meant to bring a feeling of unity through its incorporation in the 
 Cummings, 4; Barter, 118-119; Wendy Kaplan, The Art That is Life: The Arts & Crafts Movement in America, 62
(Boston: Acme Printing Co., 1987) 397; George W. Maher, “An Architecture of Ideas: Home of Harry Rubens, Esq., 
Illustrating a Dominant Motif — The Hollyhock — In Exterior and Interior Treatment,” Arts and Decoration 1, no. 
8 (1911): 330; Wickes, 107; Barter, 119; Rudd, 10. 
Figure 3.3.3 
George W. Maher, architect 
James A. Patten House, interior, detail of the dining room with thistle designs on the table, chairs, chandelier, 
mantle, and ceiling 
Evanston, Illinois  
1901 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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house and did so in a number of ways. To begin, the diamond was featured as the central pattern 
in the window beside the entry porch, to announce its significance upon arrival. It’s prominence 
continued inside in the mantel’s brickwork and in the windows and glass doors of the house’s 
built-in bookcases and cabinetry. Outside, the roof was styled to include “sharp points and flared 
eaves” to emulate the shape, which was also evident in the shape of the decorative shingles and 
windowpanes.  Through architectural language, Maher sought to marry “originality, harmony 63
 Sies, 441.63
Figure 3.3.4 
George W. Maher, architect 
James A. Patten House, interior, detail of the music room with thistle designs on the curtains, walls, and ceiling 
Evanston, Illinois 
1901 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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Figure 3.3.5 
George W. Maher, architect 
John Farson House, Pleasant Home, Farson-Mills House, exterior, details of geometric patterning on the gate,  
porch supports, and windows 
Oak Park, Illinois 
1898-1900 
James Caufield
Figure 3.3.6 
George W. Maher, architect 
John Farson House, Pleasant Home, Farson-Mills House, exterior, details of geometric patterning and honeysuckle 
designs on the windows, wallpaper, and furniture 
Oak Park, Illinois 
1898-1900 
Eric Allix Rogers
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with nature, and aesthetic unity.”  As an early example of his Motif-Rhythm Theory, however, 64
the house shows intention but, at the same time, creative restraint by Maher. This is due to the 
notable lack of a natural motif that connects the building to nature. As he developed his style this 
connection would become more prominent.  
 The John Farson House, constructed five years later in Oak Park, Illinois, featured the 
American honeysuckle as its floral motif, which was evident in the interior woodwork, plaster, 
mosaics and glass.  Maher was also known to create furniture for his larger commissions, like 65
this house, and it, too, would reflect the selected motifs.  In addition to the honeysuckle, 66
geometric patterns in the form of circles and squares were incorporated into the design and could 
be seen inside and outside the house, and often with the honeysuckle in some form. From the 
glass globes originally perched on the front gate, to the round porch medallions, to the square 
windows, the house was saturated with geometric imagery. (See Figures 3.3.5 and 3.3.6.) The 
stained-glass windows also included a honeysuckle design set in a wreath of leaves that overlap a 
pattern of circle and squares, bringing the motifs together.  (See Figure 3.4.1.) All together the 67
elements created a cohesive design scheme and one that was matched in complexity by few 
houses at the time.  That being said, despite being an excellent example of Maher’s creativity 68
and vision, the house was still not an example of the perfected Motif-Rhythm Theory. It would 
not be until later that the selection of a motif would reflect the patron with as much consideration 
as the usage of the motif itself. 
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 Just ten years later, Maher would find inspiration for his natural motifs from a range of 
sources that would add significance to the motif choice. For the Ernest L. King and Grace 
Watkins House, also known as Rockledge, near Homer, Minnesota, Maher found his motif on 
site, in the “earthy browns of the cliff, the greens of the foliage, and varied orange hues of the 
coral lilies that grew wild.” In his design, these colors were featured in the orange terra cotta roof 
and the brown trim on the exterior, and rugs of similar tones and furniture with a greenish-brown 
stain on the interior. The imagery of lily also found its place in the stained-glass panels on the 
lamps and sconces, the draperies, and the upholstery.  Similarly, in the James A. Patten House, 69
Maher found inspiration on site in the form the wild thistles. This choice was informed by the 
patron as well, who identified with thistles due to his Scottish heritage.  These houses, along 70
with others in the first decade of the twentieth century, would represent his most thoughtful 
applications of the Motif-Rhythm Theory. 
3.4 Nods to Foreign Influence 
 Maher was able to personally overcome the overbearing influence of classical design 
tendencies in the American architectural tradition by rooting his inspiration in the western 
landscape — with particular attention to the florals on site — but that does not mean he was 
unappreciative of or afraid of foreign precedent and influence. On the contrary, in his writings he 
spoke of the “immutable law of evolution,” celebrating the “move from the past forward onto a 
higher state of being in which man’s inner self becomes exalted.”  In his designs, Maher’s 71
philosophy incorporated a compositional departure from the classical that retained nods to it in 
 Kaplan, 397.69
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his own way, to acknowledge the past and his growth from it. For example, the John Farson 
House has a simple and broad-faced exterior with a hipped roof, a deep porch, and unapologetic 
Roman brick; there is no material reminiscence of the classical. (Figure 3.5.5.) However, on the 
window design the honeysuckle appears with the shape of an anthemion (an ancient floral 
pattern), which is a small, reinterpreted, direct reference to a foreign past.  This speaks to both 72
 Maher, 4.72
Figure 3.4.1 
George W. Maher, architect 
John Farson House, Pleasant Home, Farson-Mills House, interior, with detail of window with a honeysuckle and 
anthemion design at the top and bottom 
Oak Park, Illinois 
1898-1900 
Eric Allix Rogers
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his architecture education and his evolutionary perspective, incorporating classical reference as a 
gesture rather than a feature. 
 Maher also makes no effort to hide his appreciation of and influence by contemporary 
foreign movements, like the Austrian Secession Movement and the work of British designers like 
Charles Rennie Mackintosh and C.F.A. Voysey.  In his geometry motifs in the Ernest L. King 73
and Grace Watkins House, which was demolished in 1988, he clearly found inspiration from the 
German movement in the form of segmental arches and trapezoidal guttae (small water-repelling 
 Rudd, 9; Barter, 118.73
Figure 3.4.2 
George W. Maher, architect 
Arthur B. Leach House, interior, with details that incorporate foreign influence, like segmental arches, elaborate 
tile patterns, and non-classical column designs 
South Orange, New Jersey 
1899-1900 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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Figure 3.4.4 
George W. Maher, architect 
James A. Patten House, detail of a window with a thistle-inspired design that mimics the vertical patterning, color 
palette, and placement of the natural within the geometric 
Evanston, Illinois 
1901 
Hewn and Hammered
Figure 3.4.3 
Charles F.A. Voysey 
Tulip and Bird textile 
1897 
Christopher Vickers
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features), which are found throughout the interior and exterior of the house.  The house also had 74
an entrance reminiscent of Voysey's work, whose textiles had a definite influence in the thistle 
motif of the James A. Patten House.  (See Figures 3.4.3 and 3.4.4.) Each of these influences 75
were reinterpreted through Maher’s critical eye, utilizing the natural imagery and representative 
symbolism of the prairie. To say they were transplanted into the West would do Maher a 
disservice, as his own work was a singular marriage of the past with a number of architectural 
trends happening in the present. As a champion of indigenous architecture Maher toed the line of 
intelligent and informed design, obdurate in its mission but flexible in its execution. His work 
speaks to a deeply creative and dogmatic architect, and one iconic to the time. 
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CHAPTER 4: Democratic Architecture and the Role of the 
Architect
4.1 A Renewed Identity with a Pervading Sense of Democracy  
 The national sentiment following World War I was a reaffirmed patriotic confidence in 
democracy; in Maher’s own words regarding the war, “the principles for which we have fought 
have been achieved and democracy is the ruling force to guide the destinies of mankind.”  The 76
1918 AIA Conference demonstrated this reinvigorated interest in a shift of its own ideals, 
“aim[ing] to correct any method of practice or any attitude of the profession that served a 
purpose contrary to the spirit of the day” and calling for members and all practitioners of the 
profession to operate with the public’s democratic values in mind.  From one perspective, this 77
asked for the role of the architect to be rebranded, shifting from the public’s perception of an 
impractical artist to a knowledgable resource in building development.  From the other 78
perspective, this brought forth questions about practice in itself and how the community could be 
better engaged in the design process. In his summation of the conference, Maher remarked “a 
new era is apparent and the profession is facing changes in procedure almost revolutionary in 
character,” challenging the architectural design methods as they had been known.  For the 79
Midwest contingent, who were working to establish a thoroughly American architecture, this 
question infiltrated their resultant designs as well as their artistic process, leading to new 
conversations about “democratic architecture.”  
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4.2 Wright’s and Sullivan’s Democratic Architecture 
 Frank Lloyd Wright, Louis Sullivan and Maher all used the term democratic architecture, 
in three slightly different ways. Wright believed that democratic architecture meant the end of the 
“uniformity of type which has characterized the so-called great ‘styles.’”  The public was bound 80
to become not only more diverse but more informed about architecture, he argued, leading to an 
explosion of new ideas that would obliterate the boundaries between styles.  The new 81
democratic approach would then slow the slavish continuation of singularly European-inspired 
architecture in favor of a culturally blended architecture, to reflect the national melting pot. 
“But,” Wright believed, “the forms must be born out of our changed conditions, they must be 
true forms, otherwise the best tradition has to offer is only an inglorious masquerade, devoid of 
vital significance or true spiritual value.”  Democracy in architecture would arrive with the new 82
well-informed public following the war, one that has grown more knowledgeable of the 
significance of the discipline and therefore more able to represent themselves in the new 
constructions of the twentieth century. 
 Sullivan’s definition differed from Wright’s in that the former believed America thrived 
with the purpose of proving architecture is not dead, and that that truth needed to be addressed in 
architectural education. While those who remained in the classical (or “feudal”) rut asserted that 
architecture had reached its peak, Sullivan told his student architects that “you are surrounded by 
a mist of tradition which you, alone, must dispel.”  He preached that “the true spirit of 83
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democratic education consists in searching out, liberating and developing the splendid but 
obscured powers of the average man, and particularly those of his children.”  Compared to 84
Wright’s prediction of the democratic future, Sullivan spoke to the importance of education first 
and foremost. In opposition to the Beaux Arts School approach—which taught exclusively 
classical architecture — Sullivan held that the American West (the non-colonial states) possessed 
the capabilities to prove architecture was destined for great and new growth. In his own words: 
“democracy takes living and integral shape within your thought,” and through its inspiration 
architects will dispel all foreign influence in favor of a newer, more appropriate style.  He 85
taught his students that if their work channeled the culture in which they lived, and largely 
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The popular Beaux Arts School in Paris, France that taught exclusively classical architecture 
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ignored the magnetism of classical design, they could create a democratic architecture 
representative of their people.  86
4.3 Maher’s Democratic Architecture Theory 
 Maher’s definition combined these opinions and applied democratic architecture beyond 
individual building architecture and into community planning. To him, the most important 
element of architecture is its connection to the people it serves. For the West, where Maher did 
most of his work, this meant that new architecture should visibly celebrate the “I will” spirit of 
these freedom-seeking, democratically-inspired people by making reference to their landscape 
and history. And how better to represent the people, Maher argued, than by the direct assistance 
of the people themselves?   87
 Through a dedication to public education and “civic duty” Maher defined his own notion 
of democratic architecture, one he would tirelessly promote to the point that it defined the late 
years of his career.  Simply put, it operated on the notion that the architect should be educated to 88
interpret the life around him, so as to better serve the needs of his community. This had to be 
done in conjunction with the people’s help, however, to properly represent them in their 
architecture.  The state of the architect’s reputation in the 1910s, however, afforded little respect 89
to the profession. In order to accomplish Maher’s goals the role of the architect in society needed 
first and foremost to be redefined, highlighting the architect’s ability to even be useful in 
community planning and capable of more than designing mansions for the rich.  90
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4.4 The Architect 100 Years Ago 
Today the image of the architectural profession is respected; attention to green and 
sustainable design, the development of technologically-assisted and gravity-defying structures, 
and the international catalogue of uniquely aestheticized styles are signatures of the profession. 
For Maher and his contemporaries, however, the pool of styles was rather limited and the Prairie 
Style was new and different, the first uniquely American style.  Furthermore, at the turn of the 91
twentieth century, the public held a rather low public opinion of the role of architects; the 
sentiment at the time having been described as “apparent apathy of architectural societies, their 
self-satisfied attitude, and their indifference as to the trend of public opinion.”  Unsurprisingly, 92
Maher and his fellow architects took issue with this perception, valuing their contributions to 
society as beneficial in multiple capacities, and not just fancifulness.  In opposition, Maher 
championed the role of the architect, denoting the profession’s strengths in creating beautiful and 
economical spaces, promising safe and clean buildings, and designing in service of a patron or 
community’s identity. Maher was not alone in these campaigns but his voice rang out firm and 
constant throughout his entire career, and especially after the first World War as the rest of the 
profession joined his cause in anticipation of changing times.  
 Following the close of the first World War, the AIA held their annual conference in 1918 
with an express interest in defining the role of the architect in society, forming a unified agenda. 
Maher, who was the Illinois Chapter president at the time, attended the conference and spoke to 
the strides being taken to rectify this issue. In summation of the conference he stated it  
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will be remembered as the beginning of a country-wide tendency vigorously and 
constructively to meet all activities associated with the practice of architecture; the 
investigating of education methods, with a view of broadening and modernizing the 
teachings of architecture…; and providing ways and means to increase a wider 
membership in the Institute thus making it truly representative.   93
Maher predicted a time of great infrastructural growth after the war and, therefore, personally 
campaigned for professionalization of the field so the role and significance of architecture could 
be clarified for the public.  Furthermore, he worried for the state of future constructions, which 94
would suffer at the hands of untrained builders.  Therefore, he discussed often and at length the 95
necessity of an architect’s trained eye in matters of municipal order, with an emphasis on the 
educated considerations for economy, safety, cleanliness and beauty.  
 In order to advocate for the architectural profession the public needed to know who they 
were. For that reason, as AIA Illinois Chapter President Maher promoted the idea of architectural 
advertisement, stating that the architect needed to win the public’s trust through visibility, since 
the public had little understanding of exactly what an architect does. The public at the time 
placed the profession’s supposed duties in somewhere between the duties of engineer and general 
builder; as “an artist [and] a dreamer, who is not to a great extent acquainted with the practical 
affairs of life, …simply a picture maker of houses.”  Maher attributed this to the AIA’s 96
opposition to advertisement, despite the profuse usage of signage by engineers and builders at 
the time. He believed the role of the architect was forgotten in the modern age and the public 
therefore undervalued the great assistance that could be provided by the profession. If the public 
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understood the architect’s capabilities, he argued, the responsibilities of municipal development 
would be in their hands, and not the “politicians who prey upon the credulity of the public for 
their own aggrandizement.”  Also, there could be a uniformly-designed model for advertisement 97
available to AIA members only, which would help increase membership — in keeping with the 
goals of the 1918 AIA convention — and provide a unified front to address this issue.  In the 98
interest of both communities and architects Maher sought to reinvent the architect’s identity as a 
role of necessity, and through a multi-pronged approach displayed over a series of written pieces 
he painted the modern architect's arsenal, which he most importantly boiled down to economy, 
safety, cleanliness, and beauty. 
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The cover of an issue of The Western Architect, a journal that regularly featured Maher’s written work and theories 
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4.5 Economy, Safety, Cleanliness and Beauty 
 To begin, Maher noted that among many aspects architects are trained in economy: “A 
practicing architect must, of necessity, be a man of affairs, since his enterprises represent great 
expenditures of money, over which he must exercise the ablest business ability and 
judgement.”  This practicality extends to safety, in that an architect’s extensive training endows 99
him with the knowledge of safe construction techniques while preaching the importance of 
establishing a State-wide building code.  Maher asserts that the architect believes in 100
community well-being as well: “we wish to aid the public in all that will make our State a better 
place to live in. We believe in better housing conditions in our factory and congested city 
districts.”  And finally, Maher points out the established commitment to beauty throughout the 101
architecture profession, because in his own words: “Architects, as a class, are sincere advocates 
of the beautiful. Their high aims and aspirations are to harmonize all true inspiration into their 
work.”  Maher shares this final notion with Louis Sullivan, who spoke to the architect’s 102
penchant for beauty as an “innate poetic feeling.”  However, whereas Sullivan was concerned 103
here with the establishment of an American architecture and the architect’s ability to accomplish 
it, Maher was speaking for the identity of the architect. 
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4.6 Training the Best Architects 
 In order for young architects to master these tenets and develop of the full range of skills 
associated with the profession, however, there needed to be a standardization in the education 
process that ensures all young architects are sufficiently equipped — which was one of the goals 
of the 1919 convention — along with broadening the scope of curricula. Keeping in mind his 
own desire for indigenous American architecture, Maher was in full support of student architects 
receiving a historical education as well, as long as modern educators promoted the notion that 
progress be born from it.  He wanted architects to value the influences in their environment, 104
“seek[ing] the truth by actual research around him, to fearlessly interpret in his work the needs 
and ideals of his fellows and his generation.”  He felt that too many teachings focused on 105
foreign architecture would dampen any architect’s ability to innovate, and therefore commended 
the technical schools that sought to connect with their communities.  In Maher’s own words, 106
the architect should “consider himself fortunate in living in a growing community, where as a 
citizen it is possible for him to exert his influence and skill in the assisting and fashioning of 
future improvements, making them practical and beautiful.” Only from that example, he 
believed, could an architect then be able to read their surroundings, design for it, and develop a 
sense of civic pride and duty from that work.  And since Maher anticipated a growth of 107
infrastructure following the war, he predicted a frustrated public, tired of unattractive and poorly 
planned cities and towns as new levels of development rocked the country. Architects in tune 
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with the culture of their cities who have appropriately advertised these skills would find their 
find their place professional landscape and the appreciation of their communities.  108
4.7 Maher’s Democratic Architecture Practice  
 As noted above, before the First World War cities were not generally interested in 
employing architectural help in planning, mainly because it was seen as either a luxury or 
unnecessary.  Following the close of the war, however, the pride of democracy that ran deep 109
throughout the nation allowed Maher’s democratic architecture to soon become a reality.  This 110
was particularly true in Illinois, Maher’s home state and station as AIA Chapter President, where 
he believed the people still readily felt the democratic principles of Lincoln and Grant.  He 111
argued people will want to present America as a place “where orderliness and beauty will 
prevail.”  However, he found the civil servants often tasked with planning did not harbor the 112
proper skills to plan practically and beautifully, were often “dishonest men looting the public 
treasury under pretense to advance improvements."  To end this practice Maher called for 113
architects to insert themselves into the inner workings of municipal planning during this time of 
civic pride, if only to make small improvements upon their communities.  The reason for this, 114
he said, was “as individuals, we lose track that we are a part of a great democracy, where the 
underlying principle is in the assisting of one another and all, towards a higher conception of 
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life.”  So to attain this higher life he believed it was the job of “the enlightened man” to enrich 115
his country anyway he could. Therefore, in this case, it was the duty of the architect to educate 
the people in the matters in which he excels, so that everyone can benefit. 
 Maher’s principles of democratic architecture manifested on the large and small scales. 
On the large scale, Maher sought to be active in city, town, university, and farm planning. 
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George W. Maher, architect 
Joseph Sears School, a public commission  
Kenilworth, Illinois 
1912, 1924 
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Multiple municipalities in Illinois utilized Maher’s design theory to develop their plans and by 
the end of his career he was a prolific writer on the topic. Chapter 5 goes in depth on how his 
democratic principles manifested in community planning.  
 On the small scale, Maher’s own sense of democracy translated into his singular building 
design process. He believed a building should be a reflection of its patron, not as a portrait from 
an outside observer but rather a product of a partnership between tenant and observant artist. For 
example, this philosophy can be seen in the James A. Patten House, where Maher purposefully 
used the patron’s Scottish heritage to influence the selected flora of the house’s generative 
motif.  For Maher, the truest art emerged from an architect’s “skill and sensitivity to create a 116
composition that expressed his understanding of the client’s needs and character,” and therefore 
he always sought to design specifically for those who commissioned his talents.   117
 For his own home, the George W. Maher House (1893) (Figure 4.7.2), the interior spaces 
were open to provide free-flowing air and light, with smaller reclusive spaces for each resident 
artist to work in peace and a blooming surrounding landscape for the nature-loving family to 
enjoy. Like many in Kenilworth, Illinois—Maher’s hometown and active building site—his 
house was designed with the town’s sense of community in mind, and often featured similar 
entertaining spaces for neighbors and guests.  So it was not uncommon to see one “democratic” 118
central living room where the family could gather as one, “instead of the multiple first-floor 
rooms of parlor, morning room, library, and drawing room that were found in the Victorian city 
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residence.”  Maher deemed it perfect for suburban living with both "psychological and 119
practical service” in mind, including “a prominent hearth at their center for warmth and 
conviviality and comfortable furniture capable of accommodating both adults’ and children’s 
activities.”  Aside from this Kenilworth community value, however, each family had its own 120
 Ibid, 439.119
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George W. Maher, architect 
George W. Maher House 
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considerations.  One example is the Charles M. Roe House (1900), which had a central table in 
its parlor for the family to play games, read and write, an armchair removed to the light of a bay 
window, and a piano that welcomed music into the home (Figure 4.7.3). It was the model of 
“warmth informality, hospitality, and repose”—creating an individualized home space for the 
family, no doubt inline with the values of the residents and its broader community at large.  121
  Maher recognized the toll it takes on the architect to consider the needs of the patron and 
their community, but he decidedly stated the alternative is worse. In his own words: “public 
service is not always a pleasant duty to perform,… But the immutable fact remains that to avoid 
the conflict means inaction and failure and no amount of self esteem or independence can 
compensate for an admission of defeat.”  Across the country he repeatedly saw unfortunate 122
designs that were clearly the product of untrained minds, which he harshly called “nature 
vandalism.”  Out of his own disappointment he chided the architect: “How pathetic then is this 123
situation, that all that was needed to avoid these glaring mistakes was good advice and a little 
personal effort!”  Through his role as chapter president, Maher elevated the architect willing to 124
provide a civic service, painting the act as helping those who cannot help themselves, because 
“deep in the heart of every man there is a desire to make his fellow’s life happier and to 
contribute to society something of himself.”  He argued the architect who provides his service 125
to his community is a  man who gives what he can to his “government and country in this time of 
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Figure 4.7.3 
George W. Maher, architect 
Charles M. Roe House 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
1900 
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need”—like a solider reporting for duty.  And through the involvement of the architectural 126
profession, combined with those in government and other disciplines, he foresaw a community 
that could create democratic architecture representative of its people and their values.  127
4.8 The Architect’s Significance 
 Maher desperately sought to correct the architect’ public image through numerous 
writings and from his soapbox as the Illinois Chapter President, advocating for the architect’s 
reputation and the profession’s right to the best well-rounded and modern education. That 
campaign, though, was the flip side of another one, one that serviced the community. In 
recognizing a period of impending growth in the nation and its rising pride in democracy, Maher 
identified the importance of including patrons, residents, and communities in the development of 
their own spaces. In order to achieve the best results, however, the architect must be recognizable 
as the best fit for the job. In championing both these causes simultaneously Maher cleverly 
served his fellow practitioners and the towns and cities in which they lived, creating an 
opportunity to best meet the needs of all involved. This forward thinking and theoretical mastery 
proved Maher to be an innovative thinker with a strong sense of leadership, proving him an 
influential voice in the architectural history profession. 
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CHAPTER 5: Community Planning
5.1 Overarching Principles 
Where Maher differs most from his contemporaries is his early focus on community 
planning and development and the democratic values he instill in the practice. The first 
widespread practice of planning occurred in Boston right around 1900 as preservation-minded 
zoning regulations, in response to the new tall buildings threatening to dwarf smaller, older 
ones.  American interest, however, stemmed from a movement a decade earlier: the City 128
Beautiful Movement. In reaction to tenement buildings and industrialized areas, architects took 
an interest in beautifying cities, with the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893 
operating as a national demonstration. The movement was rooted in the Beaux-Arts Style, 
however, and therefore naturally delineated the traditional classically-trained architects and those 
of the up-and-coming Prairie School.  For this reason Prairie Style architects were not typically 129
concerned with planning until decades later. This includes Frank Lloyd Wright, who designed 
“Broadacre City” in the 1930s as “a new city based on the automobile."  Maher’s interest, 130
which stemmed directly from his drive to create a truly democratic architecture, defined roughly 
the last decade of his career after his son joined his practice, which allowed Maher to shift away 
the building-centric focus of his earlier work.  In his view, the sense of self extended far past 131
the four walls of the home and into the community identity. His written works and design 
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projects address this across four different venues: the town, the farm, the university, and the city
—which he viewed as four distinct landscapes with individual identities lacking appropriate 
infrastructural representation. 
 Despite towns, farms and universities being very different spaces varying in population, 
use, and need, Maher held that they all still operated best on the same basic planning practices. 
To start, the architect’s role in planning needed to remain constant and obligatory throughout the 
entire process of drafting and construction, as they were the most equipped to develop and 
understand the vidion.  Historian Mary Corbin Sies attributes this to Maher’s belief that “every 132
community had a viewpoint, or motif,” and that “the architect’s duty was to identify and to 
express that motif; by doing so simply, directly, and harmoniously.”  In order to best do that 133
Maher asserted, “there should be prepared in advance a comprehensive city plan to act as a guide 
in the proposed regulation and restrictions of buildings and future areas… with due regard to the 
ideals and aspirations of the community.”  This quote referenced cities in particular, but in all 134
instances Maher highlighted the architect’s ability to read the community, translate the values of 
the culture into architecture, and design a functionally beautiful and democratic space. 
Accordingly, the installation of direct main roads were of the “utmost importance” to keep a 
clear distinction between bustling commercial life and quiet residential areas.  In terms of 135
practical living: “sufficient parks, playgrounds, spacious sites for schools and future schools and 
open areas in many districts” were necessary, while appropriate amounts of “flowers, fountain, 
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statuary, and architecture” dealt with the beautification aspect.  It was Maher’s hope that this 136
trend of architecturally-approved city planning would grow in popularity until the American 
West became a beautiful region truly representative of the nation’s proud democratic ideals. A 
breakdown of the varying ideals for each community type follows, highlighting Maher’s 
theoretical and designed work. 
5.2 Town 
 At the turn of the twentieth century suburban towns were expanding on the outskirts of 
Chicago as extensions of the existing train lines from the city, providing an opportunity for 
architects that Maher considered of the utmost importance.  In keeping with his notion of 137
democratic architecture, this trend of growth was the perfect opportunity for architects to make 
themselves known to municipal governments, to perform their civic duty.  As he had already 138
pointed out in his written work about the role of the architect — they are capably trained in 
economy, safety, cleanliness, and beauty — the perfect skillset for suburban development. 
Furthermore, due to the architect’s ability to translate local identity into architecture, Maher 
could see no reason the architect should shy away from such an opportunity. After all, they were 
the only ones who could embrace the indigenous architecture of the place: the “many angles of 
approach involving a knowledge and appreciation of the history, spirit and customs which cluster 
around every center wherein people reside.”  Clearly, all of Maher’s architectural interests 139
culminated in planning, and thus much of his attention in the 1910s and 1920s was focused on 
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planning the developments of the surrounding Chicago area, with particular attention to the 
North Shore. 
 As stated previously, Maher’s perfect town comprehensive plan operated on a system 
with arterial roads, beautiful public buildings, and thoughtfully landscaped public green space, as 
seen in Figure 5.2.1. In contrast, it was important that residential areas should be hidden away on 
smaller roads, separate  from business districts to “reliev[e] them of unnecessary traffic, [and] the 
accompanying danger, noise, and dust.  Being the North Shore and railroad suburbs, however, 140
there was the added element of the train tracks to be considered in town plans as well. Therefore, 
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perhaps the most important element in every plan for Maher was the development of a handsome 
train station. He took issue with the fact that so many towns were centered around train stations 
built without much architectural interest, which in turn never received proper care and became 
typically unattractive locales.  To compensate for this, in many of his plans for towns Maher 141
paid particular attention to beautifying this element, since it was the the first impression for many 
visitors. This was done through artistic adornments combining architecture and nature and 
careful designs for the approaches into the station.  Where it was possible, in newer towns, 142
Maher would depress the tracks coming and in and going out of town, “to eliminate as far as 
possible the obtrusive presence.”  On rare occasion he claimed one could convince a railroad to 143
abandon their right-of way in favor for one that edged along the border of the town. However, if 
this could not be done, then one side of the railroad would become a municipal yard beautifully 
“screened by parks well located and carefully planted,”  and the other side would become the 144
business district and community center, divided from the noise and bustle of the the utility park 
by the train tracks.  145
 In keeping with his practices for early comprehensive town plans, Maher also 
championed placing restrictions against any housing-developers working in the community. In 
the town of Hinsdale, the reason for this was to “prevent any radical interference with the design 
of buildings or their location” and protect the future of the town.  Maher had a distrust of the 146
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“local speculative ‘development companies’” and called them “largely responsible for the 
unfortunate conditions that are present in so many community developments.”  As a proponent 147
of democratic architecture, Maher was instead in favor of local architects utilizing their firsthand 
knowledge of local culture as inspiration for town planning—a viewpoint development 
companies could not have nor were interested in.  So, in his view, if a town were to establish 148
early restrictions on growth, the community would face a better chance of smart development 
relative to its local culture. The town would grow democratically, considering the values and 
needs of its residents, all through the offices of an architect skilled to represent them in plan. This 
was the perspective that guided his plans for the Chicago suburbs of Hinsdale, Glencoe, and his 
hometown, Kenilworth.   149
 Maher’s most notable town design and the epitome of his planning vision is Kenilworth, 
Illinois, where he was commissioned by the town, local organizations, and residents to build 
“thirty-eight houses, the suburb’s schools, a church annex, the assembly, the golf clubhouse, and 
Kenilworth’s 1923 master plan as well as overseeing the acquisition and landscaping of 
parkland.”  Kenilworth was incorporated in 1889 by founder Joseph Sears when he purchased 150
223.6 acres of land north of Chicago in order to build a perfect suburb. To do that, following this 
purchase, he established the Kenilworth Company with others to enact his plans. Among this 
group was Illinois architect and early resident Franklin P. Burnham, who with Sears created the 
first plan. In this plan, “streets were platted to maximize the availability of sunlight in each 
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home, utilities were placed underground, no alleys or fences were permitted, construction 
standards were high, and there were large lots and paved streets.”  Houses were also designed 151
to be set back on their large lots, roads were to be lined with trees, and there was to be 
considerable park land.  (See Figure 5.2.2.) No doubt due to similar community values, Maher 152
decided to build his own home in the town in 1893, and, when Burnham left for California, 
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Figure 5.2.2 
George W. Maher, architect 
George B. Caldwell House, Oliver N. Caldwell House 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
1909 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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Maher took over the planning in 1899.  Maher may not have been the initial planner for the 153
town, but as an early resident he was very aware of the values embodied by its community, and 
would spend the next twenty years designing in the same spirit of those interests.   
 Maher’s dedication to indigenous architecture is evident in Kenilworth in his adherence 
to the five values established by the small community. These values were: a desire for ordered 
design (Maher’s large-scale planning with an impressive array of intentional and manicured 
infrastructure); improvements to the site (Maher’s beautiful and practical stone bridges and 
accouterments, seen in Figure 5.2.3); incorporation of nature (Maher’s unified public 
landscaping scheme); emphasis on family and the community (Maher’s architectural 
achievements in the first public school, social clubs, and town hall); and lastly an attention to 
 Sies, 427.153
Figure 5.2.3 
George W. Maher, architect 
Municipal fountain, an aesthetic centerpiece in downtown Kenilworth to beautify the infrastructure 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
1900 
The Village of Kenilworth
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“local control” (Maher’s creation of the Park Board and Kenilworth Improvement Association 
and design of the distinctive town entrances at main roads.)  His commitment to the principles 154
of the town allowed the community to grow in its own established image, all due to the 
interpretive eye of the architect. All together the “simplicity, modesty, domestic informality and 
decorative restraint”  reflect the democratic values that founded Kenilworth—taking “to heart 155
the assumption that great art derives from the lives of ordinary people and must be judged by its 
satisfaction of genuine social needs.”  And although Maher picked up the gauntlet thrown 156
down by Burnham, as a lifelong resident and active architectural consultant he made his design 
aesthetic and planning principles an integral part of the town. He lived what he preached, as a 
champion of indigenous architecture, a promoter of the role of the architect, and a civil servant 
aiding his community where able through democratic avenues. Kenilworth was his grandest 
achievement; an exhibit of all elements of his architectural beliefs, and the pinnacle of his 
planning ideals in an undiluted presentation. Kenilworth will be discussed later in the 
Preservation chapter (Chapter 6), as the primary objective on the quest to better recognize 
Maher’s works. 
5.3 Farm  
 In the case of the “depressing and chaotic situation” that was farm architecture, Maher 
felt that "the country-side as a whole is sadly deficient in taste and attractiveness,” despite the 
country’s rich history of plantation architecture.  Rural areas had once featured  “country 157
 Ibid, 427-433. 154
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mansions and surroundings erected by the prosperous and educated farmers and planters,” which 
rivaled the city mansions in taste and grandeur; in the early twentieth century, however, the two 
differed considerably.  The socially and politically influential farmers of the past had devolved 158
in a populace no longer concerned with the fashionable stylings of the city, uncultured and 
insignificant, with buildings that reflect that truth. In Maher’s own words: “if it were not for the 
rare beauty of bountiful nature, the sweep of the open and the sky, the valleys and hills, the forest 
and the broad fields, there would be little to attract or inspire the beholder.”   159
 Maher recognized some attention was being brought to the issue in architectural journals, 
but as no widespread solutions had been popularized he suggested his own. He proposed state 
universities attack the problem, surveying their surrounding rural areas to fully understand and 
bring awareness to the issue. Farmers could also learn about proper architectural priorities during 
their education in agriculture science, because “building is a science as well as an art.”  From 160
there a state commission could identify “road details so necessary to aid their attractiveness, such 
as permanent and artistic sign posts, proposed monuments and fountains, school buildings and 
churches, and small country parts in connection with country hamlets.”  This would simply 161
bring “order and beauty” to what he called the national “farm building problem,” with the added 
benefit of real world experience for students in architecture and agriculture.  Through architect 162
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assistance he hoped to return American farms and plantation architecture to their once beautiful 
status with design focused on farm-specific location and practical needs.   163
5.4 University  
 In 1905 Maher was commissioned by Northwestern University to create a master plan for 
its eventual growth. (See Figure 5.4.1.) This would be his only university planning commission 
but he believed the tenets to universal, using Northwestern as the example. To that end, Maher 
spent multiple years on the project, and went on to design the Patten Gymnasium (1907-1910) 
 Ibid. 163
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George W. Maher, architect 
Northwestern University plan 
Evanston, Illinois 
1907-1910 
The Inland Architect and News Record
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and the Swift Hall of Engineering (1909) on the same campus.  (Figures 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 164
respectively.) In discussion of his plan, Maher began with the site-specific opportunities that 
arise in the school’s proximity to Chicago and the Lake Michigan waterfront, both of which he 
thought were untapped resources in terms of opportunity and inspiration.  However, he was not 165
altogether too interested in the precedent onsite. In an article explaining his plan he stated:  
The work before us… is the enlarging of this campus to meet the future conditions as 
shall be imposed and stamp the entire inclusive of the old and new, as a harmonious 
creation and mark it monumentally one of the great education institutions of the middle 
west, expressing Americanism in architecture, landscape and flora, employing standards 
of beauty our own.  166
Recognizing this hurdle, Maher elaborated that his first priority was representing the current 
community, then the American identity, and then referencing the past. In his own words, “we do 
not mean by this to disregard the ideals of the past, but to hold precedent subservient, as a means 
to the end and to look for our inspiration in surrounding life and environment.”  Using his 167
senses of indigenous and democratic architecture as his guides, Maher developed a plan 
independent of Northwestern University’s existing campus and one designed for a new future. 
 Beginning with the the architecture of open space, Maher spoke of delineating the 
campus as one unto itself. There would be “a straight vista of parkways”—like the towns’ main 
thoroughfares—that culminated at the center of campus, but the tree-lined streets with “rustic 
walks” would extend into the surrounding town, welcoming neighbors in.  To preserve the 168
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boundaries, however, Maher described the significance of the screen of “shrubbery and flowers,” 
which separated daily campus life from the town.  In his plan these plantings were so 169
significant as to garner their own philosophy. The description of the plan identifies: “the rustic, 
 Ibid, 17. 169
Figure 5.4.2 
George W. Maher, architect 
Patten Gymnasium, Northwestern University 
Evanston, Illinois 
1907-1910 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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which includes the perennials as well the hardy shrubs that will survive the winter, and the 
formal method which is arranged for the cultivated plans and flowers, to be placed in squares or 
curved beds in central spots provided.”  Whereas the former describes a less manicured, more 170
natural appearance fit for the boundaries of campus, far removed as a “restful retreat”; the latter 
is a ripe manifestation of sharp minds, a “value to both the student in pursuance of his study and 
research, and also for those who admire effects in garden landscape, and color.”  Between the 171
buildings and plantings Maher also makes room for open space, for “exercise and amusement" 
 Ibid, 15.170
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Figure 5.4.3 
George W. Maher, architect 
Swift Hall of Engineering, Northwestern University 
Evanston, Illinois 
1909 
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near the lake and outdoor entertainment elsewhere.  And finally, as a link between the natural 172
landscape and the buildings on campus, he made room for an outdoor amphitheater that would 
welcome functions and events to take place in the landscape so carefully designed to protect all 
activities.  173
 For Maher, the most important element of the plan was the community identity 
established through architectural means, which he put forth in the proposal for his plan. In his 
own words, he hoped to “[emphasize] the idea of exclusiveness and quietness where recitation of 
classes will not be interfered with, where driving and automobiling, while not prohibited, are 
nevertheless little encouraged by inviting entrees or wide roadways.”  In order to do this the 174
plan addressed the style and proportion of all buildings to come, establishing a controlled unity 
in the environment that would direct behavior. Maher described it as “each building erected 
forming a link in the chain of progressive expansion, or each one becoming a unit, enlarging the 
scheme in ratio proportionately, so that successive edifices assist in completing the original 
architectural conception.”  He also worked to establish a theme of democracy, establishing 175
“each building as a unit, and so placed and arranged as to become a part of a general scheme and 
this enhancing unit and harmony of the entire campus growth.” He described the design as a 
series of building quadrangles that provided both individuality and inclusion, radiating a sense of 
democracy that “would inspire the student to foster art ideals akin the their own country.”  By 176
reinforcing a campus identity, centralizing new buildings, and introducing a uniformity in 
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landscape and architectural style Maher achieved his goal in creating a microcosmic community 
architecturally tailored to Northwestern University’s needs, and one that would continue through 
the explicit rules and formulas outlined in the plan.  
5.5 City 
 Maher’s opinions for the main roadways, landscape, train stations, and the like for cities 
are similar to those he expressed for smaller towns; however, in cities he viewed municipal 
planning as much more vital because creating a well-designed plan early on can dictate “future 
guidance in city growth and expansion.”  Without a proper plan cities would easily dissolve 177
into a complex web of factories and offices, driven by capitalistic ambition rather than 
community values. Therefore, in order to be successful, the city must feature an active mix of 
residential and business buildings and agendas, a need for serviceable infrastructure, and a desire 
for natural beauty and open space in between it all. Maher recognized all those needs but also 
recognized one more—the necessity of the space being beautiful.  
 He stated that cities (capitals in particular) are the representation of America for foreign 
visitors and therefore must be planned in the image of the people with attention to order and 
beauty in mind.  As a vocal critic and prolific writer, Maher regularly commented on the 178
planning decisions made around Chicago and elsewhere in the country to share his opinions on 
the matter. One example is the story he told of the 1893 World’s Fair in Chicago, where when the 
event was announced the initial reaction from the public was to set the event in Grant Park. The 
idea was onerous to the architectural community as the location would require filling in part of 
 Maher, “Springfield.”177
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the lake to create space. Maher cited the firm of Burnham and Root as the voice of reason that 
logically proposed for the Fair to take place in Jackson Park, where it would require fewer 
installation challenges in the Fair’s construction. He agreed with decision and uses it to bolster 
his position on the usefulness of the architectural profession. He also cited architects responsible 
for similar intelligent planning decisions in regards to the L’Enfant’s National Mall design in 
Washington, D.C. and the original city-wide “Chicago Plan,” both of which were at endangered 
at one point but saved by cognizant architects.  In the case of Washington, L’Enfant's plan had 179
been one forgotten and only “resurrect[ed]” when the AIA stepped in. Chicago’s plan had been 
originally designed by an architect but left to develop at the hands of the city, causing local 
architects to volunteer their services since none were asked to consult or aid in its 
implementation. In both cases Maher noted they were paid for their services with disfavor from 
local politicians, for their contradictory opinions, but also stated that the work was worth it for 
the sake of the communities.  This sense of spacial reasoning is bred into the profession, Maher 180
stated, showing the unequaled knowledge of architects when it comes to the delicate art of large 
scale planning.  181
 Maher described one final item of particular importance in city planning: the erection of 
monuments to American history. They are often sites of congregation and where inhabitants and 
visitors alike are easily influenced by poor stylistic choices, meaning that a design unsympathetic 
or ill-conceived to the subject and city could alter the monument’s representation or intended 
message. Therefore, he argued, public monuments should feature strictly indigenous and 
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democratic architecture to properly represent the city and the site. In this interest Maher asserted 
that:  
Too often we erect memorials and monuments, camouflaged with 
precedent types of architecture and sculpture, which seldom bespeak the 
reason for their existence, or the purpose for which they have been 
erected. These monuments become in time mere passing phases of 
interest in the eye and mind of the public and possess little intrinsic or 
historic value. Above all they portray a sterility of the creative faculty 
and are unworthy of the spirit and ideals of our great country.  182
This was posed in the argument against the prospective Theodore Roosevelt monument in 
Chicago, which was in apparent danger of foreign (classical) style influences—something Maher 
believed would be an insult to the memory of the great American.  In his view, city art and 183
architecture was where the identity of the people came together to form a concentrated spirit—in 
Chicago’s case, the pioneer spirit—and it was therefore vital that proper styles be used to 
represent the people for the sake of democracy. He also believed that if a society cannot create its 
own art than it has no business placing itself among the greatest cultures in history, and that 
America had yet challenged itself to develop its own artistic identity. Therefore, he argued, there 
must be a plan in place that dictates how the city should move forward architecturally, to ensure 
identity and proper growth appropriate to its space. As he stated in his argument for the 
Northwestern University plan: “There must first be a vision before a picture is possible. The 
picture when made must express a sense of purpose. It must have in its composition atmosphere, 
environment and life. A scheme portrayed that can be reduced to reality.”  The Roosevelt 184
Monument was later designed and constructed in the 1950s in an indigenous style, utilizing 
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various American animal as symbols for phases in Roosevelt’s life, as seen in Figure 5.5.2.  185
Although it was erected over twenty years after his death in an unforeseen design, Maher would 
have been pleased to see such a thoroughly American design, one truly representative of 
Theodore Roosevelt and the memory he imposed on the Chicagoan people.  
 “View of the Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Fountain and bronze water buffalo sculpture mounted on a concrete 185
plinth, Brookfield Zoo Chicago Zoological Society,” Explore Chicago Collections, accessed May 9, 2018.
Figure 5.5.1 
Edwin H. Clark, Olsen & Urbain, Read, Russell, architects 
Sylvia Shaw Judson Haskins, sculptor 
The Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Fountain 
Brookfield Zoo 
Brookfield, Illinois 
1954 
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CHAPTER 6: Conclusions
Preservation
6.1 The Democratic Architect 
 Despite Maher’s prolific writing and building career, his name is not nearly as recognized 
as his contemporaries. His career was neither as groundbreaking as Sullivan’s nor as long as 
Frank Lloyd Wright’s, but it was not without considerable contributions to the architectural field 
and profession. As an active and dedicated member of the profession, Maher devoted himself to 
immersing his architecture in the surrounding culture and arts. From garnering an apprenticeship 
at the young age of fourteen, to working in a number of studios with prominent architects 
including Joseph Lyman Silsbee, Frank Lloyd Wright, George Grant Elmslie, and Cecil Corwin, 
to opening his own practice at age twenty-four, to constructing over 160 buildings in his own 
distinct style in thirty-eight years — he was an architectural powerhouse. Furthermore, he was an 
active theoretician in the field, regularly contributing to journals preaching his own design 
philosophies. This included philosophies like his Motif-Rhythm Theory—which distinguished 
his work from his peers—and new ideals about indigenous architecture, which he shared with his 
progressive Midwest contemporaries.   186
 Maher, however, in particular advocated for the identity of the patron to resonate 
throughout a building’s design, believing “a house should express the personality of the 
occupants rather than that of the architect, and that all dwellings, large or small, expensive or 
otherwise, should be backgrounds for the people who live within them.”  “Houses in this 187
country should typify the American spirit,” he argued, “and that the simplicity and vigor of 
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American life at its best should be expressed in our dwellings.”  These ideas and more, like his 188
campaign to incorporate the architectural profession in municipal planning activities, defined his 
career as much as the clean, horizontal lines, natural wooden details, and hearth-centered focus 
of his architecture.  
 Over the course of his career Maher also worked with fellow prominent designers like 
landscape architect Jens Jensen and artists Louis Millet, Willy Lau, Giannini and Hilgart to 
realize his artistic visions. Due to Maher’s gesamtkunstwerk approach to architecture as well, he 
often coordinated with Tiffany Studios to design and make custom pieces for each house in 
accordance . All together, the collaboration created “stained glass, mosaics, textiles and furniture 
for these houses produc[ing] some of the most highly crafted examples of arts and crafts and 
landscape design in America.”  While coordination with these notable artists and architects 189
does not heighten Maher’s own significance, it does add a high level of artistic dimension to his 
work, showcasing his own ability to recognize quality and produce designs on par with these 
greats. Evidence of these details can be seen from from larger estates like the Harry S. Rubens 
Estate and Rockledge to the smaller homes like the Emil Rudolph House and his own home in 
Kenilworth, emphasizing his individual architectural perspective and aesthetic. In considering 
Maher’s lasting memory, Prairie Style historian H. Allen Brooks says it best:  
his influence on the Midwest was profound and prolonged and, in its time, was certainly 
as great as was Frank Lloyd Wright’s. Compared with the conventional architecture of the 
day, his work showed considerable freedom and originality, and his interiors were notable 
for their open and flooding…space.  190
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Despite Brooks’ shining accolade, however, Maher’s name remains largely unknown, his 
architecture mostly unrecognized, and his influence undervalued in the remembrance of the 
Prairie Style. He may have been a notable contributor to the style, but it is his own ideas about 
American design, the incorporation of natural symbology, and community planning that 
distinguish Maher as a singular architect amongst his peers.  
6.2 Maher’s Architectural Legacy 
 In the 1890s alone Maher is reported to have designed and built more than eighty houses, 
which is only a fraction of his total number of realized works.  However, due to the lack of 191
scholarship devoted specifically to Maher, the true total could be much higher. This author was 
only able to locate 160 constructed works, all of which are compiled in Appendix A. To the best 
of this author’s knowledge, of that total, thirteen are in historic districts listed in the National 
Register of Historic Places, four are in local historic districts, fifteen are listed individually on 
the National Register of Historic Places, six are local landmarks, and one is a National Historic 
Landmark. To compare, of Frank Lloyd Wright’s 532 buildings, eleven have been nominated as 
World Heritage Sites, twenty-six are National Historic Landmarks, 120 are on the National 
Register individually, and more are listed in local and National Register Historic Districts.  In 192
all consideration, Wright's career was nearly twice the length of Maher’s, granting him the 
privilege of the housing boom of the mid-twentieth century and the opportunity to shift styles. 
However, if one omits Wright’s career post-Prairie Style, it places the two on a very similar plane 
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in terms of valued contributions and legacy—and yet the style still remains strongly associated 
with Wright first and all others second.  
 It is for these reasons that this thesis argues for better recognition of Maher’s works in the 
architectural memory of the Prairie Style. While Wright contributed quality works to the style, 
the singular appreciation of him as the whole representation of Prairie Style architecture does a 
disservice to his contemporaries, and the complex influences that impacted the school as a 
whole. Maher’s philosophical writings and their application into his distinguished designs have 
garnered him a distinctive presence in the style, but one largely ignored despite the breadth of his 
contributions. Therefore, this thesis is constructing an evaluative framework to better understand 
and assess Maher's work; to catalog it in the architectural history field, place it on local, state and 
national registers, and protect it though informed preservation methods.  
6.3 Evaluative Framework 
6.3.1 Significance and Integrity 
 This thesis considered Maher’s philosophies and practices in order to better understand 
the theme for an evaluative framework, one that identifies the significance of Maher’s work in 
American architecture throughout the entirety of his career, which occurred from 1888 to 1926  
across twelve states. The framework is intended to guide interested parties in identifying which 
of Maher’s designs are significant, through the use of the National Park Service’s National 
Register of Historic Places criteria (Table 6.3.1.1) and the seven aspects of integrity 
consideration (Table 6.3.1.2).  These guides will determine significance and eligibility for 193
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historic designation, potentially resulting in local, state, and/or national designations as historic 
places, landmarks, or districts.  
Table 6.3.1.1 National Register of Historic Places Criteria
Criterion Description
Criterion A Properties associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history
Criterion B Properties associated with the lives of significant persons
Criterion C
Properties that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or 
method of construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess 
high artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity 
whose components may lack individual distinction
Criterion D Properties that have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory
Table 6.3.1.2 Seven Aspects of Integrity Consideration
Aspect Description
Location The place where the historic property was constructed or the place where the historic event occurred
Design The combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style of a property
Setting The physical environment of a historic property
Materials
The physical elements that were combined or deposited during a particular 
period of time and in a particular pattern or configuration to form a historic 
property
Workmanship The physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people during any given period in history or prehistory
Feeling A property’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of time
Association The direct link between an important historic event or person and a historic property
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 A property needs to meet only one of the National of Historic Places Criteria to be 
deemed significant. The determination of a property’s integrity is more subjective, as it argues 
for retained identity. In order to do this most, if not all, the aspects should be present.  194
6.3.2 Theme, Property Type, and Eligibility 
  There is one theme in this historic context: George W. Maher’s contributions to Prairie 
Style architecture throughout his career (1888-1926). Maher applied his personal creative 
philosophies to both architecture and community planning, embodying a distinct approach to the 
style that differentiated him from his peers and added to the basic understandings of the 
movement today. For these reasons his architecture is significant under Criterion C, embodying 
the distinctive characteristics of the Prairie Style as interpreted by Maher; the work of a 
recognized master architect. His planning work is also significant under Criterion A, due to its 
significance in the growth of an area and community.  195
 Maher’s work was primarily focused in the American Midwest, but due to notable works 
elsewhere and the lack of regional differentiation in his designs, all work in all twelve states are 
included in this one theme. Furthermore, as a contributor to a high style architectural movement, 
Maher’s work has local, state, and national significance. The theme will be divided by the 
following property types: residential, commercial educational, and planned districts. 
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Table 6.3.2.1 Residential Properties
Property Type Summary
Of Maher’s 160 buildings addressed in this thesis, 122 of them were built as single-family residential 
structures in the Prairie Style. The properties vary in geographical location and size but all share 
Maher’s “indigenous” and “democratic” design aesthetic.
Character-Defining Features
Exterior
• 2-3 stories 
• A largely symmetrical facade 
• An emphasis on horizontality 
• A hipped roof, of shallow or steep slope 
• Windows that break the roofline (e.g. dormer windows) 
• Segmental or round arch windows and/or door openings on the facade 
• Recessed entrance 
• Smooth stone or stucco material for exterior walls 
• Deep porch
Interior
• Grand foyer 
• Intricate wood trim, cabinetry and/or detailing 
• Leaded windows 
• Building components with natural or geometric motifs 
• Original furnishings 
• One or more centralized hearth spaces
National Register Eligibility Considerations
Criterion C
Residential properties may also be significant for their architectural style and 
craftsmanship, as distinctive examples of work by a master. Maher designed in 
the Prairie Style and often included elements pertaining to his aesthetic values, 
which can include detailed aesthetic elements in wood, glass, metal, and stone. 
One example is the Ernest J. Magerstadt House (1908) where Maher 
incorporated the poppy motif throughout the house in woodwork, glass, and 
paint. The artistic interior combined with the traditional Prairie Style 
construction marks the house potentially significant.
Integrity Considerations
Due to their age, a number of residential buildings may have been altered too much to retain original 
integrity, like radical interior reconfigurations or large additions. Exterior alterations to rooflines, 
window and door opening proportions, and massing can also be problematic, as they disrupt the 
particular aesthetic associated with the Prairie Style. However, generally, as long as the aspects related 
to Criterion C are present—design, materials, workmanship, and feeling—are intact then a property’s 
integrity should be determinably intact. Location, setting, and association are not as significant because 
they do not directly relate to the architectural integrity of the house.
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Table 6.3.2.2 Commercial Properties
Property Type Summary
Eleven of the properties referenced in this thesis were initially created as commercial properties. 
Despite their many purposes and geographical locations, however, many of them share attributes 
strongly associated with Maher’s other work and the Prairie Style. 
Character-Defining Features 
Exterior
• A largely symmetrical facade 
• An emphasis on horizontality 
• Simple box shape with wings on either side 
• A hipped or flat roof 
• Columns or pilasters 
• Rectangular windows and/or door openings on the facade 
• Centered entrance 
• Smooth stone or stucco material for exterior walls
National Register Eligibility Considerations
Criterion C
Commercial properties may be significant for their architectural style and 
craftsmanship, as distinctive examples of work by a master. As there were often 
larger buildings than residences, Maher made stately commercial buildings 
with Prairie Style and Beaux Art influences, marrying the styles while 
maintaining his aesthetic values. 
One example is the Gary Heat, Light and Water Co. building (1926) in Gary, 
Indiana. The building is symmetrical with simple geometric pattering and an 
emphasis on horizontality. It is also made of brick, in keeping with Maher’s 
material aesthetic. The central block expands out into wings that aggrandize the 
structure to a level more stately than any of Maher’s residential buildings, 
while maintaining the same proportions. Whereas the wings share attributes 
with Maher’s educational properties, the central block features Beaux Arts 
pilasters and a cornice that professionalizes the building. 
Integrity Considerations
The integrity considerations for commercial properties are more strict than for residential properties. In 
order to preserve integrity the property should retain its location, setting, design, materials, 
workmanship and feeling. The design, materials, workmanship and feeling relate to Criterion C and 
therefore must be retained. Commercial buildings will often gain storefront windows, change their 
entrance location or install other changes to make it a more suited to a new purpose. Due to the reliance 
upon architectural integrity for significance and the strict massing and proportions associated with the 
Prairie Style, however, significant changes to the exterior of commercial properties would disrupt its 
original integrity. Location and setting should also be retained due to the size of the structure, for 
removing the building from its site would most likely involve compromising its structural integrity. 
Association is not necessarily significant in an determination of commercial properties here because as 
long as the building remains mostly intact aesthetically, its purpose has no bearing on its appearance.
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Table 6.3.2.3 Educational Properties
Property Type Summary
In this thesis, there are seven properties that were designed and constructed with the intention of 
operating as educational properties. The properties vary in geographical location, educational level, and 
size but all share attributes strongly associated with Maher’s “indigenous” deign aesthetic and the 
Prairie Style.
Character-Defining Features
Exterior
• A largely symmetrical facade 
• An emphasis on horizontality 
• Simple box shape 
• A hipped roof, of shallow or steep slope 
• Segmental or round arch windows and/or door openings on the facade 
• Centered entrance 
• Smooth stone or stucco material for exterior walls
National Register Eligibility Considerations
Criterion C
Educational properties may be significant for their architectural style and 
craftsmanship, as distinctive examples of work by a master. As a proponent of 
community-oriented design, Maher was also commissioned to design and build 
both public and private school buildings. These properties are designed with an 
institutional appearance but retain their Prairie Style details. 
One example is the Sanders School (1900) in Blue Island, Illinois, which has 
all of the attributes listed above. The property typifies an institutional Prairie 
Style structure, complete with Maher’s typical symmetry, horizontality, 
stonework, and central entrance.
Integrity Considerations
In order to preserve integrity an educational property must retain its location, setting, design, materials, 
workmanship, and feeling. An educational property’s location and setting are significant as the property 
was most likely designed as a community-oriented space, to remove it from its original site would 
remove its feeling as well. Retained association is not necessary, but it relates heavily to feeling as well. 
Design, materials and workmanship directly relate to Criterion C and are therefore significant to 
retaining identity.
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Table 6.3.2.4 Planned Districts
Property Type Summary
In his career Maher developed at least three town plans and one university plan. In addition, he wrote 
extensively about the primary attributes that he believed suited all community plans. His philosophy 
held that it was an architect's “civil duty” to insert him- or herself into planning for the betterment of the 
community, as a form of “democratic” architecture. Today they plans are exemplified in districts that 
include public and private infrastructure that embody Maher’s planning theories.
Character-Defining Features
• A combination of wide direct thoroughfares and smaller streets 
• Distinction between residential and commercial spaces 
• A train entrance and station with decorative elements 
• Public gardens, foundations, statuary and architecture 
• Ample and deliberate open green space 
• Marked community entrances through the use of signage and landscaping, distinguishing the 
community from the outside
National Register Eligibility Considerations
Criterion A
Planned districts may be significant for their association with planning history 
and suburban development. Maher’s plans were thorough and exacting, taking 
into account the community’s desired aesthetic, noise levels, trafficked areas, 
and open space. As a master, Maher often mapped not only the streetscape and 
municipal areas but often buildings within the plan as well, creating a total 
work of art reflective of his aesthetic values. 
One example is Kenilworth, Illinois, where Maher lived for most of his life. 
Over the course of thirty-three years Maher mapped the town’s roads, parks, 
railroad, and business and residential areas in his image for perfect community 
infrastructure. The planned district may be significant as the embodiment of 
Maher’s early planning philosophy and practice.
Criterion C
Districts properties may also be significant for their association with master 
architect George W. Maher. Maher was an early American theorist and 
practitioner of community planning and districts may be significant as 
representations of Maher’s work. 
Integrity Considerations
In order for a planned district to retain its integrity it must have preserved its location, setting, design, 
feeling, and association. The location and settings are significant because they directly relate to the 
original plans and are therefore crucial. The design, feeling and association relate to the planned 
district’s original and historic character, and are also important. Workmanship and materials do not 
relate as strongly to planned districts.
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6.4 Recommendations 
 There are a number of properties that meet the guidelines of these evaluative frameworks, 
and yet remain unlisted individually or as part of a district. One example is the Emil Rudolph 
House (1907) in Evanston, Illinois. This house (as seen in Figures 6.4.1 and 6.4.2) epitomizes the 
design stylings of Maher’s architecture, and even features its own motif: the tulip. Its broad 
hipped roofline, symmetrical facade, stucco exterior, recessed entrance, and porch all 
characterize his architecture, including the segmental-arched roof over the portico. Inside, the 
house has rich wooden trim and components, leaded glass features, a large central hearth, built-in 
furnishings, and tulip-accented details. Furthermore, the classic Maher design has retained its 
original integrity—and yet the house has no preservation designations. Through the Residential 
Properties evaluative framework this house and others like it could see designation in the future, 
and be the subjects of a deeper understanding of Maher’s work.  
 In considering districts worthy of designation for Maher’s contributions, one main 
contender comes to mind: Kenilworth, Illinois. Currently the town has no historic districts on the 
local or national level, despite Maher devoting his life to planning the town from its inception to 
his death thirty-three years later. Today the town not only features his exact vision for suburban 
living but also at least forty residential and public buildings designed by him, as well fountains, 
signs and other small elements. For association with his work, his hometown and most active site 
would best identify his significant contributions to America’s architectural heritage. Furthermore, 
it includes all of the elements of the Planned Districts framework with special attention to 
Criterion A, reflecting the identity the community.  
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Figure 6.4.1 
George W. Maher, architect 
Emil Rudolph House 
Highland Park, Illinois 
1907 
The Western Architect
Figure 6.4.2 
George W. Maher, architect 
Emil Rudolph House, interior 
Highland Park, Illinois 
1907 
VHT Studios
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 Kenilworth is unique in that it was created to service a particular stratum of citizens. As 
historian Mary Corbin Sies points out: “To historians studying Kenilworth eighty years later, …
Maher’s design work seems full of ideological and political incongruities.”  As a contemporary 196
and votary of the Arts and Crafts Movement, he should have strictly adhered to the values of 
handcraftsmanship and socialism.  However, since those values were not in line with 197
Kenilworth's, Maher instead selected what he wanted from the movement, choosing “simplicity, 
utility, structural rationalism, aesthetic unity,” and above all else the democratic notion of an 
“organic architecture.”  He believed architecture should be born organically from its 198
community, and there in his practice of planning, Maher consulted the community’s needs, and 
as a result “satisfied the needs and expressed the life ways of his upper-middle-class neighbors 
brilliantly.”   199
 In the unapologetic picking and choosing of Arts and Crafts tenets, Maher was able to 
serve the dual interests of his own aesthetic and the interests of Kenilworth. Such a practice 
complicates modern understandings of the movement in America but also distinguishes Maher as 
a significant Prairie Style architect in his own right. The designation of Kenilworth as a historic 
district, along with the nomination of individual properties to historic registries, would be a 
strong start to a reinvestigation into the legacy of the Prairie Style, and more importantly the 
understudied and under-appreciated architectural democrat George W. Maher. 
 Sies, 444.196
 Obniski.197
 Sies, 443.198
 Ibid.199
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APPENDIX A
Incomplete List of Works200
Building/Project Name 
Alternate Name(s) 
Date(s) 
Address 
(Old Address) 
City, State 
Designation 
Status 
W.S. Gilman House 
1888 
4544 S. Greenwood Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
National Register District 
Demolished, 1997  201
Stephen N. Hurd House 
1888 
1129 E. 49th Street 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation  
Demolished  202
922 E. 44th Street 
1889 
922 E. 44th Street 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  203
Robert J. Morrow House 
1890s 
6033 N. Winthrop Avenue 
(1076 Winthrop Avenue) 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Demolished  204
5517 S. Cornell Avenue 
1890s 
5517 S. Cornell Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  205
5518 S. Hyde Park Boulevard 
1890s 
5518 S. Hyde Park Boulevard 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
 This is the list of works the author was able to compile from a collection of sources, but the number is far below 200
the estimated number of projects completed by Maher over the course of his career. Each project is footnoted by all 
of the sources in which it appears, as far as the author is aware. This list currently serves as the most complete 
compilation of Maher’s works. 
 The Inland Architect and News Record 12, no. 1 (1888); “Gilman, W.S., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago 201
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 The Inland Architect and News Record 12, no. 3 (1888); “Hurd, Stephen N, Residence,” The Art Institute of 202
Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Ian Sputa, “Maher-Designed Prairie Home Back on the Market for $299K,” Curbed Chicago, November 21, 203
2011.
 The Inland Architect and News Record 25 (1895); “Morrow, Robert J., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago 204
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 “5517-5517 S Cornell Av,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed February 5, 2018.205
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Existing  206
5519 S. Cornell Avenue 
1890s 
5519 S. Cornell Boulevard 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  207
5522 S. Hyde Park Boulevard 
1890s 
5522 S. Hyde Park Boulevard 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  208
E. Smith House 
1890s 
Edgewater Neighborhood 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  209
Howard Spaulding House 
1891 
336 Abbotsford Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  210
Vibe Spicer House 
1891 
312 Essex Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  211
Edward E. Gray House 
1891 
438 W. Belmont Avenue 
(1922 Belmont Avenue) 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Demolished  212
Mary Babcock House 
Kenilworth Hall 
1891  
303 Cumnor Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Demolished, 1939  213
Morton L. Gould House 
1892 
314 Abbotsford Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
 “5518-5518 S Hyde Park Bv,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed February 5, 2018.206
 “5519-5519 S Cornell Av,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed February 5, 2018.207
 “5522-5522 S Hyde Park Bv,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed February 5, 2018.208
 The Inland Architect and News Record 25, no. 3 (1895); “Smith, E., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago 209
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, (Kenilworth, IL: The Kenilworth Historical Society, 1993), 7.210
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 14.211
 Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Oct.-Dec. (1991), 7; “Gray, Edward E., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago 212
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 The Inland Architect and News Record 17, no. 1 (1891); Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Jul.-Sep. (2002), 18; George 213
Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 4; “Babcock, Mary, Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham 
Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
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Status Unknown  214
James Gill House 
1892 
432 Warwick Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  215
Frederick H. Davis House 
1892-1893 
620 S. 20th Street 
(628 S. 20th Street) 
Omaha, Nebraska 
No Designation 
Demolished  216
Rugby School for Boys 
1893 
320 Leicester Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  217
George W. Maher House 
1893 
424 Warwick Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
National Register 
Existing  218
Justin W. Woodworth House 
1893 
1511 Grand Avenue 
(411 Grand Avenue) 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
No Designation 
Demolished, 1924  219
Albert B. Towers House 
1894 
551 W. Stratford Place 
(52 Stratford Place; 52 Newport Avenue) 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Demolished  220
Old Fresno Water Tower 
1894 
2444 Fresno Street 
Fresno, California 
No Designation 
Existing  221
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 6.214
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 17.215
 Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Apr.-Jun. (1992), 5; "Davis, Frederick H., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago 216
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 20.217
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 16; Cummings, 21; Rudd, 7; “Maher, George Washington, Residence,” 218
The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 The Inland Architect and News Record 22, no. 5 (1893); Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Apr.-Jun. (1992), 7; 219
“Woodworth, Justin, W., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image 
Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 24, no. 4 (1894); Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Apr.-Jun. (2002), 9; Cummings, 220
21; “Towers, Albert B., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image 
Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 23 (1894); Cummings, 21; “Fresno Water Tower,” The Art Institute of Chicago 221
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
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John C. Scales House 
1894 
840 Hutchinson Street 
(36 Kenesaw Terrace) 
Chicago, Illinois 
Chicago Landmark District 
Existing  222
Joseph W. Sullivan House 
1894 
6300 block N. Kenmore Avenue 
(1214 Kenmore Avenue) 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  223
Charles Gilbert House 
1894 
903 Franklin Street 
Wausau, Wisconsin 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  224
A.D. Wheeler House 
1894 
Edgewater Neighborhood 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  225
John C. and Anna Brocklebank House 
1895 
6246 N. Kenmore Avenue 
(3009 Kenmore Avenue) 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Demolished  226
J. Macmeans House 
1895 
Edgewater Neighborhood 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Demolished  227
Charles V.L. Peters House 
1895 
5960 N. Winthrop Avenue 
 Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Jul.-Sep. (1992), 10; “840-840 W Hutchinson St,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed 222
February 5, 2018; Cummings, 21; “Hutchinson Street District,” (Chicago: Chicago Historical and Architectural 
Landmarks, 1975), 6; “Scales, John C., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: 
Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 34, no. 5 (1899); Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Jul.-Sep. (1992), 10, “Sullivan, 223
Joseph W., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, 
accessed February 8, 2018.
 National Register of Historic Places, East Hill Residential Historic District, Wausau, Marathon County, 224
Wisconsin, 15000512.
 Inland Architect and News Record 24, no. 5 (1894); “Wheeler, A.D., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago 225
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 25, no. 5 (1895); Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Oct.-Dec. (1992), 6; 226
“Brocklebank, John C. and Anna, Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival 
Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 27, no. 1 (1896); Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Oct.-Dec. (1992), 7; “”MacMeans, 227
J., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed 
February 8, 2018.
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(1035 Winthrop Avenue) 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Demolished  228
James L. McAfee House 
1895 
336 Essex Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  229
H.C. Mallory House 
1895-1897 
515 Essex Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  230
502 Saint Davids Avenue 
1896 
502 Saint Davids Avenue 
Saint Davids, Pennsylvania  
No Designation 
Existing  231
J.J. and Harriet Dau House 
1896 
4807 S. Greenwood Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  232
Edgar G. Barratt House 
1896 
255 Melrose Avenue 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  233
Liederkranz Hall 
1897 
Address Unknown 
Blue Island, Illinois 
No Designation 
Demolished, Fire, 1918  234
John Lewis Cochran House 
1897 
1521 N. State Parkway 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
 Inland Architect and News Record 25, no. 5 (1895); Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Oct.-Dec. (1992), 5; Rudd, 7; 228
“Peters, Charles V.L., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image 
Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 28 (1896); Geo. W. Maher Quarterly 12, Apr.-Jun., 13; George Washington 229
Maher in Kenilworth, 13; “McAfee, James L., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham 
Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 9; “Mallory, H.C., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & 230
Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 “Arts & Crafts-Style Arch House Designed by George W. Maher,” Circa, March 7, 2018; “George W. Maher," 231
Revolvy, accessed January 31, 2018.
 “4807-4807 S Greenwood Av,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed February 5, 2018; Cummings, 21.232
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 10; “Barratt, Edgar G., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago 233
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 "Building Department,” The Economist, July 24, 1897, 106-107; Burnhamandroot, “Liederkranz Hall Blue 234
Island,” May 18, 2010, Wikipedia Commons; “George W. Maher," Revolvy, accessed January 31, 2018.
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Status Unknown  235
Alexander L. Dewar House 
1897 
6240 N. Sheridan Road 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  236
Chester D. Crandall House 
Walter B. Pearson House 
1897-1898; 1910 
6221 N. Sheridan Road 
(2821 Sheridan Road) 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  237
John Farson House 
Pleasant Home; Farson-Mills House 
1898-1900  
217 S. Home Avenue 
Oak Park, Illinois 
National Register District; National Register; 
National Landmark 
Existing  238
William Weber House 
1898 
12956 Greenwood Avenue 
Blue Island, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  239
Fred S. Gardiner House 
1898 
6204 N. Kenmore Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Demolished  240
Arthur B. Leach House 
1899-1900 
321 Scotland Road 
South Orange, New Jersey 
No Designation 
Demolished  241
Sanders School 
1900 
13010 Division Street 
Blue Island, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  242
 “Cochran, John Lewis, Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image 235
Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Jul.-Sep. (2002), 8; “Dewar, Alexander L., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago 236
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 28 (1897); “Crandall, Chester D., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago 237
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 35 (1900); Sprague, 40; Rudd, 7; Cummings; “Pleasant Home,” The Art 238
Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 “William Weber House,” City of Blue Island, accessed March 19, 2018.239
 Inland Architect and News Record 28 (1896); “Gardiner, Fred S., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago 240
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 38 (1901); “Leach, Arthur B., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago 241
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Burnhamandroot, “Sanders School” January 22, 2018, Wikipedia Commons; “George W. Maher," Revolvy, 242
accessed January 31, 2018.
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William and Helen Coffeen House 
1900 
306 S. Garfield Street 
Hinsdale, Illinois 
National Register 
Existing  243
Maynard A. Cheney House 
1900 
322 Woodstock Avenue 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  244
Charles M. Roe House 
William H. Isom House 
1900 
337 Essex Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  245
George W. Murray House 
1900s 
10352-10354 S. Longwood Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  246
Frank D. Thomason House 
1900s 
10432 S. Longwood Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  247
E. Schoenfeld House 
1900s 
5024-5028 S. Ellis Avenue 
Chciago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  248
Warren F. Furbeck House 
Buena Vista 
1901 
West Shore 
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  249
Patrick J. King House 
King-Nash House 
 Inland Architect and News Record 35, no. 14 (1900);  National Register of Historic Places, William and Helen 243
Coffeen House, Hinsdale, Du Page County, Illinois, 14001066; “Coffeen, William, Residence,” The Art Institute of 
Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 35, no. 17 (1900); George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 5; “Kenilworth,” 244
The Prairie School Traveler, accessed February 6, 2018; “Cheney, Maynard A., Residence," The Art Institute of 
Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 13; "Roe, Charles M., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago 245
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 “10352-10354 S Longwood Dr,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed February 5, 2018.246
 “10432-10432 S Longwood Dr,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed February 5, 2018.247
 “5024-5028 S Ellis Av,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed February 5, 2018.248
 “Furbeck, Warren F., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image 249
Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
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1901 
3234 W. Washington Boulevard 
Chicago, Illinois 
National Register; Chicago Landmark 
Existing  250
Pate-Comisky House 
1901 
5131 S. Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
Chicago Landmark 
Existing  251
James A. and Amanda Patten House 
1901 
1426 Ridge Avenue 
Evanston, Illinois 
No Designation 
Demolished  252
Frederick Taylor Gates House 
1902-1904 
66 S. Mountain Road 
Montclair, New Jersey 
No Designation 
Existing  253
Frank and Minnie Scheidenhelm House 
1902 
804 Forest Avenue 
Wilmette, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  254
Edwin J. Mosser House 
1902 
750 W. Hutchinson Street 
Chicago, Illinois 
Chicago Landmark District 
Existing  255
Julius H. Hoelscher House 
1902 
4506 N. Sheridan Road 
(1669 Sheridan Road) 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  256
Edward N. Higgins, stable 
 Inland Architect and News Record 39 (1902); “3234-3234 W Washington Bv,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed 250
February 5, 2018; “”King, Patrick J., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: 
Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 “Pate-Comiskey House,” City of Chicago: Chicago Landmarks, accessed February 6, 2018.251
 Inland Architect and News Record 42, no. 1 (1903); Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Jan.-Mar. (1994), 4; Cummings, 252
22; Rudd, 7; “Patten, James A., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival 
Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Jan.-Mar. (1991), 3; Cummings, 22; “Gates, Frederick T., Residence,” The Art Institute 253
of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 39 (1902); “Scheidenheim, Frank, Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago 254
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 “750-750 W Hutchinson St,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed February 5, 2018; “Hutchinson Street District,” 8; 255
Cummings, 22.
 Inland Architect and News Record 39 (1902); Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Apr.-Jun. (1994), 15; “Hoelscher, Julius 256
H., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed 
February 8, 2018.
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1902 
6114 N. Kenmore Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  257
Mary Maher Hooker House 
1902 
510 Wshington Avenue 
Wilmette, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  258
Harry Rubens Estate (and Stables) 
1902-1906 
375 Sheridan Road 
Glencoe, Illinois 
No Designation 
Demolished  259
1607 W. Tuohy Avenue 
1903 
1607 W. Tuohy Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  260
Edgewater Presbyterian Church 
1903 
5550-5560 N. Kenmore Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  261
Stephen Henry Velie House 
1904 
400 Warwick Road 
Kansas City, Missouri 
No Designation 
Demolished, 1959  262
William H. Lake House 
1904 
826 W. Hutchinson Street 
(18 Kenesaw Terrace) 
Chicago, Illinois 
Chicago Landmark District 
Existing  263
Arthur D. Heffron House 
 "City of Chicago - Alphabetical by Historic Property Name,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 10, 257
2018.
 “Wilmette,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 11, 2018.258
 Inland Architect and News Record 44, no. 1 (1904); Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Apr.-Jun. (1994), 1-7; Rudd 7; 259
Maher, “Rubens;” “Rubens, Harry, Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival 
Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 John C. Thomas, “Photo Gallery: The Houses of Architect George W. Maher,” Owlcation, December 7, 2017.260
 Inland Architect and News Record 45, no. 1 (1905); Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Jul.-Sep. (1994), 9-10; “Edgewater 261
Presbyterian Church,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, 
accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 44, no. 1 (1904); “Velie, Stephen H., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago 262
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 46 (1905-1906); Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Apr.-Jun. (1994), 19;  “826-826 W 263
Hutchinson St,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed February 5, 2018; “Hutchinson Street District,” 6-7; Cummings, 22; 
“Lake, William H., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image 
Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
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1904 
10347 S. Longwood Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  264
Arthur Deppman House 
1904 
5356 N. Magnolia Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  265
Franklin and Meta Corbin House 
1904 
533 Roslyn Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  266
Charles Horswell House 
1904 
522 Essex Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  267
Herman W. Mallen House 
1904 
300 N. Euclid Avenue 
Oak Park, Illinois 
National Register District 
Existing  268
Granville Duane and Evelyn Jones House 
1904 
915 Grant Street 
Wausau, Wisconsin 
National Register 
Existing  269
W.G. Lloyd House 
1904 
201 S. Euclid Avenue 
Oak Park, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  270
Charles Richardson House 
1904 
1714 Asbury Street 
Evanston, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  271
House for Thomas B. Carson 
 “10347-10347 S Longwood Dr,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed February 5, 2018; "City of Chicago - 264
Alphabetical by Historic Property Name,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 10, 2018.
 John C. Thomas, “Photo Gallery: The Houses of Architect George W. Maher,” Owlcation, December 7, 2017.265
 Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Oct.-Dec. (1994), 12-13; George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 18; Cummings, 22; 266
“Corbin, Franklin and Meta, Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image 
Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 9; “Kenilworth,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed February 6, 267
2018.
 Sprague, 54; “Mallen, Herman W., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: 268
Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 National Register of Historic Places, East Hill Residential Historic District, Wausau, Marathon County, 269
Wisconsin, 15000512.
 “Oak Park, Illinois,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed January 31, 2018.270
 “Evanston, Illinois,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 10, 2018. 271
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1904 
1019 Michigan Street 
Evanston, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  272
Charles R. Erwin House 
1905 
530 N. Euclid Avenue 
Oak Park, Illinois 
National Register District 
Existing  273
Francis Lackner House 
1905 
521 Roslyn Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  274
486 Greenleaf Avenue 
c. 1905 
486 Greenleaf Avenue 
Glencoe, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  275
Northwestern University Plan 
1905-1908 
633 Clark Street 
Evanston, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  276
Edmund Blinn House 
1906 
160 N. Oakland Avenue 
Pasadena, California 
National Register 
Existing  277
William L. and Cecille Wyman Murdock 
House 
1906-1907 
501 N. Ravine Street 
Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan 
No Designation 
Existing  278
Hiram C. and Irene Stewart House 
1906 
521 Grant Street 
 “Evanston,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 10, 2018.272
 Inland Architect and News Record 51 (1908); Wickes, 107; Sprague, 79; “Erwin, Charles R., Residence,” The Art 273
Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 47, no. 3 (1906);  George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 18; “Lackner, 274
Francis, Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, 
accessed February 8, 2018.
 “Glencoe, Illinois,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 10, 2018.275
 Inland Architect and News Record 51 (1908); “Northwestern University,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & 276
Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 50 (1907); Cummings, 22; “Blinn, Edmund B., Residence,” The Art Institute 277
of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Kathryn Bishop Eckert, "William L. and Cecile Wyman Murdock House,” SAH Archipedia, accessed February 6, 278
2018.
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Wausau, Wisconsin 
National Register 
Existing  279
Walter Curtis House 
1906-1907 
551 Franklin Street 
Wausau, Wisconsin 
National Register District 
Existing  280
Charles K. Parmelee House 
Frank Parmelee House 
1906 
307 Melrose Avenue 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  281
Robert G. and Christina Bain Ferguson House 
1906-1907 
801 Prospect Avenue 
Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  282
Elmer J. and Florence R. Baker House 
1906 
N/A 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Demolished  283
Wausau Public Library 
1906 
400 First Street 
Wausau, Wisconsin 
No Designation 
Demolished, 1994  284
George Maher Summer House 
1906 
2582 Lake Shore Drive 
Douglas, Michigan 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  285
Henry S. Schultz House 
 National Register of Historic Places, Andrew Warren Historic District, Wausau, Marathon County, Wisconsin, 279
84003708; “Walking Tour of Andrew Warren Historic District,” (Wausau, WI: Marathon County Historical Society 
& Wausau Historic Preservation Commission, 2007), 17; National Register of Historic Places, Hiram C. Stewart 
House, Wausau, Marathon County, Wisconsin, 74000097.
 National Register of Historic Places, Andrew Warren Historic District, Wausau, Marathon County, Wisconsin, 280
84003708.
 Inland Architect and News Record 47, no. 3 (1906); George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, (Kenilworth, IL: 281
The Kenilworth Historical Society, 1993), 11; “Parmelee, Charles K., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 “Robert G. and Christina Bain Ferguson House," SAH Archipedia, accessed March 19, 2018.282
 Inland Architect and News Record 47, no. 3 (1906); Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Jan.-Mar. (1997), 18; “Baker, 283
Elmer J. and Florence R., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image 
Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 51 (1908); Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Jan.-Mar. (1993), 11; Geo. W. Maher 284
Quarterly Jul.-Sep. (1994), 18; Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Jan.-Mar. (1995), 12; “Wausau Public Library,” The Art 
Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 “Michigan,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 10, 2018.285
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1907 
19 Warwick Road 
Winnetka, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  286
John Rath House 
1907 
2701-2703 W. Logan Boulevard 
Chicago, Illinois 
Chicago Landmark 
Existing  287
Emil Rudolph House 
1907 
160 Linden Park Place 
Highland Park, Illinois 
National Register District 
Existing  288
Frederick S. and Clara Sutton House 
1907 
338 Woodstock Avenue 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  289
Kenilworth Club 
Kenilworth Assembly Hall 
1907; 1913-1914 
410 Kenilworth Avenue 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
National Register 
Existing  290
George Carman House 
1907-1908 
520 Warwick Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  291
Manuel B. Hart House 
1907 
315 Abbotsford Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 23; Cummings, 23; “Schultz, Henry W., Residence,” The Art Institute 286
of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 “2701-2703 W Logan Bv,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed February 5, 2018; “Rath House,” City of Chicago: 287
Chicago Landmarks, accessed February 6, 2018; “Rath, John, Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & 
Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Oct.-Dec. (1995), 22-23; National Register of Historic Places, Highland Park 288
Neighborhood Historic District, Highland Park, Lake County, Illinois, 96000270; “Rudolph, Emil, Residence," The 
Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 50 (1907); George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 5; “Sutton, Frederick W. 289
and Clara, Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, 
accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 50 (1907); George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 4; Cummings, 22; 290
"Kenilworth Club,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed 
February 8, 2018.
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 17; “Kenilworth,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed February 6, 291
2018.
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No Designation 
Status Unknown  292
H. Scarborough House 
1907 
2345 Maple Lane 
Highland Park, Illinois 
National Register District 
Existing  293
Samuel H. Bingham House 
1907 
2376 Sheridan Road 
Highland Park, Illinois 
National Register District 
Existing  294
Cyrus C. Yawkey House (Remodel) 
1907 
403 McIndoe Street 
Wausau, Wisconsin 
National Register 
Existing  295
Peter Randlev & Co. Grocery 
1907 
1926 Central Street 
Evanston, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  296
Patten Gymnasium, Northwestern University 
1907-1910 
N/A 
Evanston, Illinois 
No Designation 
Demolished, 1940  297
Ernest J. Magerstadt House 
1908 
4930 S. Greenwood Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
Chicago Landmark 
Existing  298
Marvin Rosenberry House 
1908 
511 Franklin Street 
Wausau, Wisconsin 
No Designation 
Existing  299
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 7; John C. Thomas, “Photo Gallery: The Houses of Architect George 292
W. Maher,” Owlcation, December 7, 2017.
 National Register of Historic Places, Highland Park Neighborhood Historic District, Highland Park, Lake 293
County, Illinois, 96000270.
 National Register of Historic Places, Highland Park Neighborhood Historic District, Highland Park, Lake 294
County, Illinois, 96000270.
 National Register of Historic Places, Cyrus C. Yawkey House, Wausau, Marathon County, Wisconsin, 74000098; 295
National Register of Historic Places, Andrew Warren Historic District, Wausau, Marathon County, Wisconsin, 
84003708.
 “Evanston,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 10, 2018.296
 Inland Architect and News Record 52 (1908); “Northwestern University, Patten Gymnasium (1909),” The Art 297
Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 51 (1908);  “4930-4930 S Greenwood Av,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed 298
February 5, 2018; Cummings, 22; Rudd, 9-10; “Magerstadt, Ernest J., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 National Register of Historic Places, Andrew Warren Historic District, Wausau, Marathon County, Wisconsin, 299
84003708.
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Wallace L. Serrel House 
1908 
337 Abbotsford Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  300
268 Moraine Drive 
1908 
268 Moraine Drive 
Highland Park, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  301
Dr. William H Lamborn House 
1908-1910 
2360 Sheridan Road 
Highland Park, Illinois 
National Register District 
Existing  302
Swift Hall of Engineering, Northwestern 
University 
1909 
2029 Sheridan Road 
Evanston, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  303
Kenilworth Union Church Addition 
1909 
211 Kenilworth Avenue 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  304
Landis Lodge 
Mary Maher Hooker Cottage 
1909 
Address Unknown 
Fennville, Michigan 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  305
Grace Brackelbush House 
1909 
839 W. Hutchinson Street 
Chicago, Illinois 
Chicago Landmark District 
Existing  306
Harry M. Stevenson House 
Edward Colvin House 
1909 
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 7; John C. Thomas, “Photo Gallery: The Houses of Architect George 300
W. Maher,” Owlcation, December 7, 2017.
 “Highland Park,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 10, 2018.301
 National Register of Historic Places, Highland Park Neighborhood Historic District, Highland Park, Lake 302
County, Illinois, 96000270; “Jen Jensen drawings and papers: 1903-1951,” Bentley Historical Library, accessed 
February 6, 2018.
 Inland Architect and News Record 51 (1908); Rudd, 9; “Northwestern University, Swift Hall of Engineering,” 303
The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, (Kenilworth, IL: The Kenilworth Historical Society, 1993), 15.304
 Cummings, 23.305
 “839-839 W Hutchinson St,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed February 5, 2018; “Hutchinson Street District,” 8; 306
John C. Thomas, “Photo Gallery: The Houses of Architect George W. Maher,” Owlcation, December 7, 2017.
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5940 N. Sheridan Road 
Chicago, Illinois 
Chicago Landmark 
Existing  307
George B. Caldwell House 
Oliver N. Caldwell House 
1909 
531 N. Linden Avenue 
Oak Park, Illinois 
National Register District 
Status Unknown  308
Dr. Joseph Bolivar De Lee Flats 
1909 
5028-5030 S. Ellis Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  309
George S. Lord House 
Robert Babbitt House 
1909 
1583 Ashland Avenue 
Evanston, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  310
House for Betsey Bridge and John 
Hillersheim 
1909 
624 Central Street 
Evanston, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  311
House for Edna Lord and Chester Corey 
1909 
1421 Elinor Place 
Evanston, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  312
House for Betsey Bridge and Louis Valentine 
1909 
2505 Orrington Avenue 
Evanston, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  313
794 Greenwood Avenue 
1909 
794 Greenwood Avenue 
Glencoe, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  314
 Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Jul.-Sep. (1993), 11; “5940-5940 N Sheridan Rd,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed 307
February 5, 2018; “Stevenson, Harry, M., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: 
Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Apr.-Jun. (1992), 2; “Caldwell, George B., Residence," The Art Institute of Chicago 308
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018;  “Oak Park, Illinois,” The 
Prairie School Traveler, accessed January 31, 2018; Steiner, Frances H. “References to the Architecture of Oak Park 
and River Forest.” Oak Park Public Library. 1999.
 “City of Chicago - Alphabetical by Historic Property Name,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 10, 309
2018.
 “Evanston,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 10, 2018.310
 “Evanston,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 10, 2018.311
 “Evanston,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 10, 2018.312
 “Evanston,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 10, 2018.313
 “Glencoe, Illinois,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 10, 2018.314
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Frank G. Ely House 
1910  
305 Kenilworth Avenue 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  315
Edward C. Elliott House 
1910 
137 N. Prospect Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 
National Register 
Existing  316
Charles J. Winton, Sr. House II 
1910 
1324 Mount Curve Avenue 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  317
6331-6333 N. Sheridan Road 
1910s 
6331-6333 N. Sheridan Road 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  318
Albert D. Sheridan House 
1910-1911 
310 Church Street 
Evanston, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  319
1575 Ashland Avenue 
1911 
1575 Ashland Avenue  
Evanston, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  320
J.R. Watkins Medical Company 
Administration Building 
Watkins Products, Inc., Complex 
1912 
150 Liberty Street 
Winona, Minnesota 
National Register 
Existing  321
Ernest L. King and Grace Watkins House 
Rockledge 
1912 
Address Unknown 
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 12.315
 National Register of Historic Places, Edward C. Elliott House, Madison, Dane County, Wisconsin, 78000087.316
 “Minneapolis, Minnesota,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 11, 2018.317
 “6331-6333 N Sheridan Rd,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed February 5, 2018.318
 Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Jan.-Mar. (1993), 9; Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Apr.-Jun. (1997), 15-16; “Sheridan, 319
Albert D., Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, 
accessed February 8, 2018.
 AJ LaTrace, “George Maher-Designed Home in Evanston Seeks $1.175M,” Curbed Chicago, July 19, 2016.320
 National Register of Historic Places, J.R. Watkins Medical Company Complex, Winona, Winona County, 321
Minnesota, 84003940; Cummings, 23; Rudd, 10; “Watkins, J.R. Medical Company,” The Art Institute of Chicago 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
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Homer, Minnesota 
No Designation 
Demolished, 1987-1988  322
Joseph Sears School 
1912, 1924 
542 Abbotsford Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Demolished, 1969  323
R. Smith House 
1912 
333 Maple Avenue 
Highland Park, Illinois 
National Register District 
Existing  324
James Hall Taylor House 
1912 
405 N. Euclid Avenue 
Oak Park, Illinois 
National Register District 
Existing  325
Arthur Wyld House 
1912 
518 Elder Lane 
Winnetka, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  326
J.R. Watkins Medical Company 
1913  
64 West Crump Boulevard 
Memphis, Tennessee 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  327
Claude Seymour House 
1913 
817 W. Hutchinson Street 
(817 Kenesaw Terrace) 
Chicago, Illinois 
Chicago Landmark District 
Existing  328
Benjamin F.J. Odell House 
1913 
329 Warwick Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  329
 Kaplan, 397; Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Apr.-Jun. (1993), 14-18; Rudd, 10; "King, Ernest L. and Grace Watkins, 322
Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed 
February 8, 2018.
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 8; Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Oct.-Dec. (1997), 11; “Sears, Joseph, 323
School,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 
8, 2018.
 National Register of Historic Places, Highland Park Neighborhood Historic District, Highland Park, Lake 324
County, Illinois, 96000270.
 Wickes, 65; “Taylor, James Hall, Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: 325
Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 “Winnetka,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 10, 2018.326
 “Tennessee,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 11, 2018.327
 Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Oct.-Dec. (1997), 15-16; “817-817 W Hutchinson St,” Chicago Landmarks, accessed 328
February 5, 2018; “Hutchinson Street District,” 7-8; Cummings, 23; “Seymour, Claude, Residence,” The Art 
Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 15.329
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Sidney Ossoski House 
1913 
5655 N. Sheridan Rod 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Demolished  330
J.H. Hager House 
1913 
17 4th Avenue NE 
Waukon, Iowa 
No Designation 
Existing  331
1333 Ridge Road 
1913 
1333 Ridge Road 
Evanston, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  332
Winona Savings Bank 
1914 
204 Main Street 
Winona, Minnesota 
National Register 
Existing  333
Gary Bathing Beach Aquatorium 
Marquette Park Bathing Beach Pavilion 
1914-1921 
1 Marquette Drive, Marquette Park 
Gary, Indiana 
National Register 
Existing  334
E.W. Hedrick, Jr. House 
1914 
304 Melrose Avenue 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  335
Leigh Yawley and Aytchmonde P. Woodson 
House 
1914 
410 McIndoe Street 
Wausau, Wisconsin 
National Register District 
Existing  336
Fred A. Hubbard House 
1914 
950 Highland Avenue 
Elgin, Illinois 
No Designation 
 Prairie 2, no. 3 (1913), 19; Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Jan.-Mar. (1998), 13; “Ossoski, Sidney, Residence,” The 330
Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 “J.H. Hager House,” SAH Archipedia, accessed March 19, 2018.331
 “Evanston,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 10, 2018.332
 Cummings, 23; Rudd, 10; “Tour Booklet,” Winona National Bank, accessed March 16, 2018; “Winona Savings 333
Bank,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 
2018.
 National Register of Historic Places, The Gary Bathing Beach Aquatorium, Gary, Lake County, Indiana, 334
94001354; “George W. Maher & Son,” Gary: America’s Magic Industrial City, accessed April 10, 2018.
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 11.335
 Cummings, 23; National Register of Historic Places, Andrew Warren Historic District, Wausau, Marathon 336
County, Wisconsin, 84003708; “Walking Tour of Andrew Warren Historic District,” 4-5; “History of the Woodson 
History Center,” Marathon County Historical Center, accessed February 6, 2018.
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Existing  337
530 Longwood Avenue 
c. 1915 
530 Longwood Avenue 
Glencoe, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  338
John P. and Nan Oleson House 
1915-1916 
240 Woodstock Avenue 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  339
L.O. Heussler House 
1915 
2360 N. Terrace Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
No Designation 
Existing  340
George B. Dryden House 
1916 
1314 Ridge Avenue 
Evanston, Illinois 
National Register 
Status Unknown  341
Adolf Schmidt House 
Burrows Hall, Loyola University 
1916-1917 
6331-6333 N. Sheridan Road 
Chicago, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  342
North Shore Golf Club 
1917 
Kenilworth Avenue and Green Bay Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Demolished, 1925  343
John F. Ross House 
1919 
604 Franklin Street 
Wausau, Wisconsin 
National Register District 
Existing  344
Cliffs Shaft Mine Headframes 
1919 
501 W. Euclid Street 
Ishpeming, Michigan 
National Register 
Existing  345
 “Elgin,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 10, 2018.337
 “Glencoe, Illinois,” The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 10, 2018.338
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 14; “Oleson, John P. and Nan, Residence,” The Art Institute of 339
Chicago Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 “Milwaukee Metro Area, " The Prairie School Traveler, accessed April 11, 2018.340
 National Register of Historic Places, George B. Dryden House, Evanston, Cook County, Illinois, 78001135.341
 “Landmark Designation Report: Sheridan Road Mansions,” (Chicago: Commission on Chicago Historical and 342
Architectural Landmarks, 2013), 26-29.
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 22; “North Shore Golf Club,” The Art Institute of Chicago Ryerson & 343
Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 National Register of Historic Places, Andrew Warren Historic District, Wausau, Marathon County, Wisconsin, 344
84003708; “Walking Tour of Andrew Warren Historic District,” 15.
 National Register of Historic Places, Cliffs Shaft Mine, Ishpeming, Marquette County, Michigan, 92000832.345
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Geo.W. Maher and Son Speculative House 
1920 
336 Raleigh Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  346
Robert C. and Grace Stirton House 
1920 
245 Sheridan Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  347
Marquette Park Recreation Pavilion 
1921-1924 
1 N. Grand Boulevard 
Gary, Indiana 
No Designation 
Existing  348
Geo.W. Maher and Son Speculative House  
1921 
328 Raleigh Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  349
Gleason Park Gold Clubhouse 
Riverside Park Golf Club House 
1921 
301 W. 30th Avenue 
Gary, Indiana 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  350
Geo.W. Maher and Son Speculative House 
1922  
126 Abington Avenue 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  351
Geo.W. Maher and Son Speculative House 
1922 
138 Abington Avenue 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  352
Geo.W. Maher and Son Speculative House 
1922 
162 Abington Avenue 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 20.346
 Geo. W. Maher Quarterly Jul.-Sep. (1999), 7; George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, (Kenilworth, IL: The 347
Kenilworth Historical Society, 1993), 19; “Stirton, Robert C. and Grace, Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Cummings, 23; Carole Carlson, “City to Abandon Last Building by Maher - The Structure at 900 Madison St. 348
Has Become Home to Gary City Services,” Post-Tribune, August 5, 2002: A1; “George W. Maher & Son,” Gary: 
America’s Magic Industrial City, accessed April 10, 2018.
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 20.349
 Carole Carlson, “City to Abandon Last Building by Maher - The Structure at 900 Madison St. Has Become Home 350
to Gary City Services,” Post-Tribune, August 5, 2002: A1; “George W. Maher & Son,” Gary: America’s Magic 
Industrial City, accessed April 10, 2018.
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 21.351
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 21.352
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Status Unknown  353
6801 S. Constance Avenue 
1922 
6801 S. Constance Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
National Register District 
Existing  354
William T. Sprenger House 
1924 
135 Melrose Avenue 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Existing  355
Elks Temple 
H.G. and Son Department Store 
1923 
801 Broadway Avenue 
Gary, Indiana 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  356
J.T. Dix House 
1923 
236 Oxford Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  357
J.B. King House 
1923  
98 Robsart Road 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  358
H.W. Mons House 
1924 
157 Woodstock Avenue 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  359
Harry Lynn House 
1924 
635 Wayland Avenue 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  360
Gary Heat, Light and Water Co. 
1926 
900 Madison Street 
Gary, Indiana 
No Designation 
Status Unknown  361
— 
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 22.353
 “Jackson Park Highlands District Nomination Form,” Commission on Chicago Landmarks, October 1988.354
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 19; “Sprenger, William T, Residence,” The Art Institute of Chicago 355
Ryerson & Burnham Archives: Archival Image Collection, accessed February 8, 2018.
 Carole Carlson, “City to Abandon Last Building by Maher - The Structure at 900 Madison St. Has Become Home 356
to Gary City Services,” Post-Tribune, August 5, 2002: A1.
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 22.357
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 22.358
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 20.359
 George Washington Maher in Kenilworth, 23.360
 Carole Carlson, “City to Abandon Last Building by Maher - The Structure at 900 Madison St. Has Become Home 361
to Gary City Services,” Post-Tribune, August 5, 2002: A1.
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List of Works Summary Sheet 
States 
• California: 2 
• Illinois: 124 
• Indiana: 5 
• Iowa: 1 
• Michigan: 6 
• Minnesota: 4 
• Missouri: 1 
• Nebraska: 1 
• New Jersey: 2 
• Pennsylvania: 1 
• Tennessee: 1 
• Wisconsin: 12 
Building Types 
• Residential: 122 
• Commercial: 11 
• Educational: 7 
• Religious: 2 
• Industrial: 2 
• Governmental: 0 
• Transportation: 0 
• Other/Unknown: 16 
National Register of Historic Places Listed Sites 
• John Farson House (1898-1900) 
• William and Helen Coffeen House (1900) 
• Patrick J. King House (1901) 
• George W. Maher House (1893) 
• Granville Duane and Evelyn Jones House (1904) 
• Edmund Blinn House (1906) 
• Hiram C. and Irene Stewart House (1906) 
• Walter Curtis House, John Rath House (1907) 
• Kenilworth Club (1907; 1913-1914) 
• Harry M. Stevenson House (1909) 
• J.R. Watkins Medical Company administration building (1912) 
• Winona Savings Bank (1912) 
• Gary Bathing Beach Aquatorium (1914-1921) 
• George B. Dryden House (1916) 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APPENDIX B
Photos of Works
Figure B.1 
George W. Maher, architect 
J.R. Watkins Medical Company administration building 
Winona, Minnesota 
1912 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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Figure B.2 
George W. Maher, architect 
Albert B. Towers House 
Chicago, Illinois 
1894 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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Figure B.3 
George W. Maher, architect 
Joseph W. Sullivan House 
Chicago, Illinois 
1894 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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Figure B.4 
George W. Maher, architect 
Liederkranz Hall 
Blue Island, Illinois 
1897 
Burnhamandroot
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Figure B.5 
George W. Maher, architect 
Chester D. Crandall House, Walter B. Pearson House 
Chicago, Illinois 
1897-1898; 1910 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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Figure B.6 
George W. Maher, architect 
Fred S. Gardiner House 
Chicago, Illinois 
1898 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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Figure B.7 
George W. Maher, architect 
Arthur B. Leach House 
South Orange, New Jersey 
1899-1900 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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Figure B.8 
George W. Maher, architect 
Maynard A. Cheney House 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
1900 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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Figure B.9 
George W. Maher, architect 
Sanders School 
Blue Island, Illinois 
1900 
Burnhamandroot
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Figure B.10 
George W. Maher, architect 
Patrick J. King House, King-Nash House 
Chicago, Illinois 
1901 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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Figure B.11 
George W. Maher, architect 
Charles R. Erwin House 
Oak Park, Illinois 
1905 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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Figure B.12 
George W. Maher, architect 
Edmund Blinn House 
Pasadena, California 
1906 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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Figure B.13 
George W. Maher, architect  
Elmer J. and Florence R. Baker House 
Kenilworth, Illinois  
1906 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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Figure B.14 
George W. Maher, architect 
Harry M. Stevenson House, Edward Colvin House  
Chicago, Illinois 
1909 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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Figure B.15 
George W. Maher, architect 
Sidney Ossoski House  
Chicago, Illinois 
1913 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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Figure B.16 
George W. Maher, architect 
Winona Savings Bank 
Winona, Minnesota 
1914 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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Figure B.17 
George W. Maher, architect 
John P. and Nan Oleson House 
Kenilworth, Illinois 
1915-1916 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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Figure B.18 
George W. Maher, architect 
North Shore Golf Club  
Kenilworth, Illinois 
1917 
Ryerson & Burnham Archives, The Art Institute of Chicago
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